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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
I 
1':, .' 
RATIONALE BEHIND THE STUDY 
Aim '· ·i 
Nothing has been quite so trite as the oft-quoted exclamation that 
Hong Kong'.:seducation is beset with problems. Nor has anything been so true. 
"Population explosion", particularly in the child sector; shortage of school 
sites; the considerable amount of sacrifice and denial many a family suffer 
in getting their children to school; the existence of profit-making schools; 
the persistence of Chinese culture and social heritage versus Western 
(British) culture and industrializatio~; all these head but a much longer 
list. Indeed Hong Kong's education has reached a stage of development that 
is ripe for research. 
Not enough research, however, has yet been done. Despite a number of 
distinct works that have been produced in the past few years, there are still 
gaps to be filled. One such gap is the understanding of the trend of educa~ 
tional development in the immediate past and its prediction for the future. 
her a 
The object of the present study is to fill such a gap by piecing toget-1· · 
picture of Hong Kong's educational development in the decade between . 
I 1960 and 1970 at the three levels of education -- primary, secondary and higher. The goal is that, by highlighting the problems and the efforts for 
improvement, a fairly accurate assessment of progress can be secured. It is 
hoped that this study might lead to a better understanding of what has been 
going o~~~:._~~.~~=-~~~~~ ... ::~es for future rese~::_~_, _ _J 
l ' 
2 
? Hypotheses 
The fo 11 owing hypotheses wi 11 be. examined: 
I ·,, : . 
. 1. Most of the probl~ms that had confronted the educationists in the 1840's 
· still exisie'dl in this period with over-population and finance as the 
i 
main causative factors. 
~·:. 2. Substantial progress was made in obtaining universal primary education, . 
and in expanding secondary education. 
3. There was a steady shift in emphasis from Chinese-oriented secondary 
education to English-oriented education. 
4. The universities were not able to meet the demand for increasing 
enrolments. 
5. Technical education has gained a better public understanding. 
Review of literature 
A review of the literature has shown that little research has been 
done in proportion to the realm of education. Early research seemed to have 
been either· sporadic or too much concerned with one specific facet. 
The literature relating to the topic falls into three groups. 
1. Educational development in its general perspective in the pre-war period. 
2. Governmental documents on education in the 1950's and 1960's. 
3. More recent research done with the hope of examining and overcoming 
educational problems in Hong Kong. 
Two works merit special attention. 
Hong Kong Chinese Education, by Issaac Mah and Chun Ming Chan, gives 
the investigator a solid background understanding of the education system in 
Hong Kong. Towards the end of the book, the authors expound the ways whereby 
.I 
3 
some of the intransigent aspects can be dealt'with. They deplore the paradox 
that while the govern~ent's policy is to allow a wide range of differences 
/ 
in curriculum, the public examinations unfailingly demand a high degree 
of coherence and uniformity. The authors dispute the idea that public 
examinations have great educational value and seek alternatives to patron~ 
izing professionalism, allowing selections of subjects to meet st~dents' indi-
vidual needs and interests, and stress the importance of "the education of 
ideals and attitudes" (through art and music, for instance). 
The second source is The Background to Education Planning, by R. F. 
Simpson, Senior Lecturer in Education in the University of Hong Kong. 
Although the work bears an economic overtone, it is one of the rare researches 
which seeks to comprehend the plethora of education problems and to provide 
concrete and constructive treatment. After delineating the problems of 
educational planning, the methods to be used are discussed. To decide 
priorities for investment at each level, man-power needs and human resources 
are considered, and these are followed by inquiries into the probable 
developments in secondary, technical higher education, and teacher training. 
Attention is paid to the methods, contents, and selection procedures of 
the education process itself and to new techniques which may increase its 
productivity. Social factors are also examined leading to a study of 
the wage structure and methods of financing education. 
Scope and limitation of the problem 
' This thesis is a historical treatment of the educational development 
in the decade.1960 to 1970. However, the investigator does not feel 
obliged to confine herself to pure descriptions. Making tentative comments 
' ' : ~ 
4 
and suggestions, it is hoped, would not prejudice the objectivity of this 
work. 
./ 
The main body of the study consists of two parts. Part I will deal 
with the development in the first, secondary, and tertiary education. 
Part II will act as a supplement which examines each of the factors that 
have an important repercussion on the three levels of education. By 
itself, however, Part II can be viewed as a separate scrutiny of the educa-
tional domains from which difficulties usually germinate. 
"Educational development" is too comprehensive a term to be treated 
in toto especially when the period covered is long. For this reason, the 
term has been limited to the exclusion of adult education, special education, 
and education for English speaking children. 1 
The investigator has included such sources of material as newspaper 
reports, journal articles and microfilms in addition to books and pamphlets 
in both English and Chinese languages. But inadequacies in sources so 
deeply felt by Berkowitz and Poon, is also shared by the investigator: 
Even the materials listed (in the book), pruned as they are of 
fugitive and unavailable materials, cannot be found in Hong Kong, 
largely because no local library seems to have a po~icy of maintaining 
a complete collection of materials about Hong Kong. 
1 English education is excluded under the considerations that Chinese 
form 98% of the population and that controversies concerning the provision 
of English education would justify a separate study. 
2 M. I. Berkowitz and E.. Poon, ed., Hong Kong Studies: A Bibliography 
(Hong Kong: Department of Extramural Studies, Chinese University of Hong 
Kong;, 1969), pp. x, xi. 
' HONG KONG IN ITS GENERAL SETTING 
, 
,/ 
Situated on the south-east coast of China, Hong' Kong has been a. 
British enclave ever since 1841. It comprises three hundred ninety-eight 
and a half square miles, including the island of Hong Kong, the Kowloon 
peninsula, the New Territories which is the suburban area and which is 
adjacent to mainland China, and two hundred and thirty-five islands. 
Population growth 
The population of Hong Kong has grown tremendously. The official 
census of 1931 gave the figure as 840,473 while the census of 1961 
showed the number 3,129,648. 3 Two times of refugee influx from China were 
largely responsible for the growth -- the first in 1937 during the Japanese 
invasion of China and the second in 1949 following the political vicissitude 
there. Natural increase after the Second World War also contributed to 
the growth. 
As far as the present study is concerned, two aspects deserve special 
attention: 
1. The influx of refugees brought with it intractable problems, 
especially in housing, education, water and public health. It be-
came an important item in shaping the development of the colony in 
3Hong Kong, Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Statistics 
1947-1967 (Hong Kong Government Printer, 1969), p. 13. 
·., 
::~ 
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the past two decades or so . 
. . · The 1961 census indicated that nearly 49% of the 't~ta.l 
' 
-~ere under.fifteen years. of age, and 16% wereund~r five:.\ By 1970, 
the figures was roughly 37% and 14% respectively., ' 
Economic conditions 
Hong Kong has virtually no natural resource other than the deep~ 
water harbor and the industriousness and ingenuity of its popul~tion .. 
Only thirteen percent of the land is arable and practically all ·foodstuffs ' 
are imported. 
I: 
Its geographical position once favored trade with China but with 
the change of regime there in 1949 and the international embargo in 1951 
after the outbreak of the Korean War, its importance as an entrepot 
station rapidly declined. 
The transformation of an economy based upon entrepot trade into one 
dependent on export of manufactures is characteristit of recent years~ 
Considerable capital, technical and commercial skills brought by the · 
refugees, foreign capital and managerial ability, relative freedom from 
restrictive regulations, and loW rate of taxation have contributed signi-
' ' ficantly to the growth of manufacturing industries .. Between 1955 and 1964, 
employment in the main industrial groups increased nearly three-fold~ 
. Recently forty percent of the population were in industries of one sort or 
another., 
4
sir Robert·B. Black, Go~ernor of Hong Kong from 1958 to 1964, 
reported on the problem in his Immigration and Social Planning in Hong Kong 
(London: China Society, 1965) 
.~· 
7 
; s~cio-'cultural background 
,:The social, and ,cultural setdng is 
' ::) ;, " .::,,,, ,, . ,'·'' ' .', .,:•" •;''· 
namely, Bri~ish, jnflu'ence, immigration and industrial. ization' 
il.·'., .~.1·' 
Culturally and educationally, Hong Kong is greatly i 
, ' I . , " ,· • , ' 
the British. ci Family 1 i fe seems to be turning more· and more on the w~st~rn , 
Ii), < ' ,1 ' ' < ' \,, \' .','..1 
type significance of the nuclear family and less on the Chinese. type si'gni;., , 
';'> 
ficance of the extended family,an~ its strong ties. Many of the traditional 
\ ' 
family chara'cteristics linger on, such as the respect paid ·to familf, elder~.' 
strict discipline, and the secondary importance of girls to' sons(,· But 
by and large 'family authorities' are losing much of their grip on the young. 
Tra.ditional ·religions -- Buddhism, Taoism -- too appear to be on their wane.·• 
The whole structure of modern education in Hong Kpng bears a close· 
. r~s~mblance to that in the United Kingdom. This is particularly true ,in ' 
secondary and higher education as to staff, curriculum, discipline and .. 
organization. 5 It is worthy to note, however, that a certain degree of 
' traditional Chinese still intersperses the occidental educational system, 
the strongest being social respect for education and a lack of concern for 
' ' ,·.t 
technical training. Immigration has accounted largely for the overcrowding 
of ·Hong Kong. l . 
From 1951 resettlement schemes were carried out to ease the' ~~Jsing ·· ... 
. ,,·. 
problem, but even in the late sixties the housing shortage was still 1acute. 
·A ,large part of the working class could not obtain any acco~dation 
which was up to the minimum standards of living space. and hygiene accepted.· 
in the west .. In fact many of the Hong Kong school children live and 
5A parallel of English and Chinese' education has developed from the 
secondary level upwards. British influence is predominant in the English 
sector. 
• .. 
,•,·· 
8 
study under the circumstances described by Younghusband: 6 
Overshadowing every effort for betterment, yet also acting as 
the spur, is this continually increasing mass of humanity, sucking 
down the individual into overcrowding, malnutrition, low earnings for 
long hours of work, and a life dominated by the fierce competitive 
struggle for survival. 
' ' ' 
The development of Hong Kong as an industrial city has led to great 
social diversification. The shift in values became more pronounced: people 
became more materialistic and less spiritual. Western ways for success in 
business and in the government were treasured, and traditional values in 
education per se grew dim: academic success rather was taken as the key to 
upward social mobility. 
Political situation 
The political future of Hong Kong is, up to the present moment, 
uncertain. Its political existence is to a very large extent at the mercy of 
China and the colonial policy of Britain. Both sides know it could be bad 
for the asking. "Other things being equal, so long as Hong Kong is more 
7 
useful than embarrassing to China, it can be expected to stay.'' 
The serene political scene was twice disquieted by two disturbances, 
one in 1966 and the other in 1967. The former was triggered off by a hunger 
strike in protest of fare increase on a cross harbor ferry, and the latter, 
which was related to political events in Hong Kong and on the mainland, was 
triggered off by the economic situation between factory management and 
6E. L. Younghusband, Training for Social Work in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Government Printer, 1960) 
7r. C. Jarvie and J. Agassi, ed.; Hong Kong: A Society in Transition 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969), p. xvi. 
I:· 
'1',-. 
·rj'; . 
I . 
Another impact, a rather immediate one, was the.closing down of a 
number of schools for political reasons. This accentuated the acute 
shortage of school places particularly on the primary and secondary 'level. 
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ' 
From 1841 to.1S5710 educational development was largely volunt~ry and 
b.ased on philanthropic efforts. Education was for the purpose'of prosely..; 
tizing. The first school was established by the Morrison Education Society. 
in 1843. During this initial period the government's role was that of 
assistance. In 1850, a government sponsored Education Convnittee was set up 
. 
~o give financial help to other smaller schools which catered to the,, poorer . 
. . 8 . . ... . . . . ; . . 
The husband and wife team, Ors. Lee and Martha Talbot, who visited 
Hong Kong in 1965 reported to the government on countryside conservation. 
9
special Report, South China Morning Post, July 31, 1967, p. 6. (Microfilm). 
. 
10The division of periods is based on three documents: 1) A Report on 
Education, 1900, 2) Hong Kong Educational System, Imperial Education Confer-
ence Papers, 1914, .and 3) Hong Kong Department Triennial Report, 1967-1970. · 
._ ___________________________________________________ .... 
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sections of the Community. The custom then was for the wealthier parents 
to send their sons to be educated in Canton, China. 
Secularization'of education characterized the second period from 
1858 to 1900. In a Gazette published in 1858, the government informed 
parents that schools had been established wherein elementary Chinese 
subjects and the English language would be taught, at no fees save 11 Tong-
fai11 (a very low subscription). A Board of Education was established in 
1860. (This was the forerunner of the Education Department). The signifi-
cance was that this placed the direction of government schools in the hands 
of a civil department directly responsible to the Governor. By 1871, 
the Government Central School had considerably increased its enrolment, 
and the question was asked whether instruction should be elementary for 
the many or higher education for the few. This was a problem to be faced 
frequently in later years as government sought to meet the educational need 
of the community. 
In 1872, by the government grants, Government not only recognized 
the value of missionary schools but also encouraged a far greater expansion 
in education. The amended Grant Code of 1878 was a stimulus to renewed 
and increased activity under the Grant School system. At this time, the 
number of Kaifong11 schools also increased. 
The third phase, from 1901 to Hong Kong's centenary in 1941, saw the 
development of higher education as a growing awareness of the value of 
education. By 1908, the plans for uniting two projects •. the founding of a 
ll"Kaifong" is a term in Cantonese meaning street, area, or more 
correctly, neighborhood. 
, ... : n 
universi.ty and enlarging the scope of the Hong .Kong Col:lege of Medicine,,l2 
had begun to. take shape. The Ullliversity of Hong Kong, came into oetng in 
' / 
1911 and lectures began in the following year.. 
In 1909 education in Hong Kong came under the control of a Director 
of Education. He was later assisted' by the Board of Education13 whi:ch was. 
set up in 1920. 
The first Education Ordinance was introduced in 1913 whereby an 
private schools now came under the supervision of government whi.ch accepted 
responsibility for the control of primary and secondary educatfo:n. A 
Junior Technical School was opened in 1933 and was followed in 1936 by 
the opening of the Technical College. 
The Burney Report was oublished after Mr. E. Burney's visit to Hong 
Kong in 1935. It drew the government's attention to Chinese primary educa-
tion, teaching methods and revision of the existing curricula. An immediate 
result of the report was the establishment of the first teachers' training 
college in 1940. 
From World War II to 1959 
The period of Japanese occupation from 1941 to 1945 saw the destruction 
of practically all that had been built. Though laborious it was, the pro-
cess of rehabilitation was gradually accomplished and efforts were continu-
ously made on all levels of education. 
12The College had been founded in 1887 by some local doctors and j 
assisted by the London Missionary Society. One of the first students was 
Dr. Sun Vat-sen, the great Chinese national leader. 
13This Board is not to be confused with the one set up in 1960. This 
is an advisory body \'lith the main job to assist the Director and to advise th 
governor in all matters pertaining to the development of educa~ion. 
12 
Primary Education 
The problem of finance was picked up by Mr. N. G. Fisher, Chief 
/ 
Education Officer of Manchester in 1950. His report recommended the expan-
sion of primary education as a separate and complete stage in the process 
of education. The expansion of primary education then became the paramount 
objective of Government's educatipnal policy. In 1951 Government gave 
approval to a five-year plan the result of which was an increase of school 
enrolment by four fold. However population growth remained to be a challenge. 
In 1954 Government accepted a seven-year plan to create 26,000 additional 
school places a year or a total of 182,000 additional places. 
Teacher training 
The Fisher Report urged that first priority should be given to promote 
teacher training facilities. This need became exigent as a result 6f expan-
sion at primary level. A second teachers' training college came into being 
in 1952. While the first one devoted to training of teachers in English 
medium, this new college was the chief institute for the training of Chinese 
primary school teachers who would instruct in their own language. 
Secondary Education 
The process of reconstruction was steady but no major significant 
event was recorded. The development, moreover, lagged behind that in the 
primary sector. By 1954, the ratio of primary school enrolment to high 
school enrolment was about l :33. One interesting aspect was the growing 
number of girls attending high schools. 
13 
Higher Education 
It was decided in 1948 that the University of Hong Kong should be 
' 
re-established on modern lines. This was made possible by capital grants 
from the Treasury and Colonial and Welfare Funds, and a capital grant 
from Japanese assets in Hong Kong. 
The need for the provision of higher education in the medium of 
Chinese became imminent after 1949: the route to college education 
in the mainland was cut and a great wave of Chinese scholars thronged the 
place. In 1951 the government eet up a committee headed by Mr. J. Keswick. 
One of the main solutions proposed was that many of the University's courses 
should be duplicated in the medium of Chinese,but the University council 
decided that this change was too radical and should not be undertaken. 
The shelving of this plan stimulated the setting up of private 
post-secondary colleges by private bodies. In 1960 the Post-Secondary 
Colleges Ordinance was enacted to give statutory recognition and greater 
freedom to those colleges which achieved certain standards and fulfilled 
the requirements of the ordinance. 
Technical Education 
A growing public awareness, no matter how slight in the general per-
spective, was reflected in the 1950 1 s in a generous sum given by the 
Chinese Manufacturers' Association towards the cost of a technical college 
on condition that Government should add a like sum and provide the land. The 
offer was accepted. In 1957 the Technical College moved from its former 
premises to a new building much better equipped. The College has continued 
to expand over the year. 
' ' 
14 
Summary 
Education in form of a proselytization had but a short history. 
Soon the missionary effort was shared by Government and voluntary private 
bodies. Since 1913, Government has played the role of leader and super-
visor.of education in Hong Kong. 
The Second World War had caused greater havoc to education than the 
first one, simply because it had more to destroy. But it turned out to be 
a blessing as reconstruction began to reinvigorate the educational founda-
tion. Experts from the United Kingdom provided guidelines for further· 
development. 
Government took care of the well-being of both primary and secondary 
education, but its chief concern was with the former. To wipe out illiter-
acy in a community threatened by serious population growth was the immediate 
goal. 
The attention to teacher training came quite late, but the establish-
ment of two teacher training institutes within a period of seven dificult 
years was a credit in itself. 
The education system was complete where English was used as the 
teaching medium. The inadequacy of higher education in the Chinese language 
was instrumental in the losing of faith in Chinese education among the 
parent generation. 
Although a technical college was established in the 1930's and had 
been very much improved, there was still a long way before technical educa-
tion could meet public understanding and·advocacy. 
:• .. 
:' 
i': 
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The System 
Chapter I 
PRIMARY EDUCATION: EXPANSION 
AND EX TENS ION 
Like most countries in Asia, the development of primary education in 
Hong Kong is largely a Government responsibility. Initiative, direction, 
supervision and control reside in the Education Department of the government. 
Primary education extends over a period of six years (Primary I to 
Primary VI). Most children are admitted to Primary I at the age of six and 
finish Primary VI at twelve. Most schools use Chinese as the medium of 
instruction. In government schools, children do not start learning English 
until they reach Primary III. A selective examination is held at the end 
of the sixth year whereby students were allotted to different types of schools. 
Education is neither free nor compulsory. Generally government 
schools charge the lowest, private schools the highest, with subsidized school 
in between. On the whole the standard of education is the highest in govern-
ment and government-aided schools. But places in these schools are so 
limited that about half the provision for primary education is in private 
schools. 
Repercussion of the Seven Years Plan (1954 - 1971) 
In October 1954, to meet the challenge of the phenomenal population 
growth and the shortage of primary school places, Government embarked upon 
15 
'«" 
' J ,. ;'.,:.·1,'1 
an ambitio~s ,'program of Primary E~p~~si~H\:,~~s b/me~n~,~'6'.ff]/ 
' :; ',, f ' : ' ·.; '! :'~',' .,:" 11 ), 1. ";:t;t:i -' '>(:_~;;\y~~~:.:'.>. .jtf;I: .. ' 
building more_ schools,,ancl providing more government 1assistediplaces 
' >, ,.:, - . ·~>< ' ' i ,\ ,'. -~. ' • ~:y:1:,:~.·, I' ~· _. ~.:::'.{;j 
schools. , , ·' ·,!: 
': ' . . i . '~'.--:~/: 
T~e primary school enrolment in September 1954 was 
" , • ' ~ ' l «, I "< r '' 
of the plan was 215,000 by 1961, 
The program turned out to be a great success., The total 
primary school,places achieved was 313,000, 
beyond the target. 
! i' 
The undouhted ·merit of the program, however, lay 
zeal and the spirit of expansion. The effort to provide primary ed~cation ',: 
was a continuous one ever since 1961. Its value can be seen against thek 
i 
fo 11 owing facts: 
1. In the 1961 census, an alarmingly high percentage (49%) 
tion was uhder the age of fifteen. This group awaited,schooling~ .,_ 
- ' ' i(Ji," 
2. One effect of the flow of immigration was the 'growth in chilcL~'frth 
I (, '•, '•! 
This plus· the increase in birth rate since the· post war years 
'~n excess of birth over death every year. 1 
I 
3. ,The child population (here it means the six to elev~~ age 
increased dramatically from 494,600 in 1961 to' ~48,700 in 1l970~; i.· 
Ji 
And the need is not .only numerical .• 
found gradually louder vocal expression. 
"equal opportunity." 
The social equal itari.hn ideii 
' " 
,! 
More people began to 
However, the success' must be acclaimed with ~es~rvation~.· 
·· 
1 According to official figures, there was 1'0~.000 ex~~s~ 
death _in 1964 . .-and the number1became 63-,226in·19~~-~ ~j f> 
·,, 
''' / · 
,j .. 
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still faced several major problems yet unsolved. 
Due to the general shortage of places in the past, a large number 
l" 
of children who had had not the chance of .schooling now started ~rimarY' 
school at seven, eight, nine or even ten years of age. These children, 
coupled with those who repeated a class more than once and so took longer 
than the normal six years to complete the course, led to the tragic fact, 
that more than 100,000 children of ages outside the primary range occupied 
places, thus keeping out perhaps an equal number of children of the proper 
/ 
age. 
By 1963, still half of the primary school children were in private 
schools. This meant more than just higher fees. A large proportion of 
teachers were unqualified; some premises were unfit for educational purpose; 
and very limited security of tenure of rented premises often led to the sudden 
closing down of~ school. 2 Some of the problems in connection with private 
schools could only be solved as more places were provided in government and 
aided schools. It would seem that this and this alone would reduce the 
number of profit-making schools. 
The New Primary Education Policy (1963 - 1965) 
In September 1963, a new reorganizational policy began which embodied 
the fa 11 owing: 
1. The normal age of entry into government and aided primary schools 
was raised from six to seven years; 
2 These problems also apply to private secondary schools. 
18 
2. A new five-year course replaced the six-year course; 
3. At least one year of secondary education was made available in order 
that pupils might continue their schooling up to age fourteen which 
is the statutory minimum age for industrial employment; 
4. During the transitional period (1963 - 1968), those who failed to. 
gain admission to a full secondary course was provided a seventh year 
of education in Special Form I, provided that they were under fourteen 
years of age; 
5. The selective examination was to be held at the end of Special Form I. 
The motivation was both social and economic. The deficiency of 
secondary education had all the time been acute. The undoubted success 
of the Seven Years Plan for primary education made even more pressing the 
demand for a planned program in the secondary sector. The government's 
move to set up the secondary modern schools in 1960 could be interpreted 
as the first attempt to make up for the dearth. These schools, where 
practical subjects were taught throughout the three-years course, were 
intended to furnish those who failed to attend regular schools with more 
working opportunities. Unfortunately, the device fell short of its intention. 
Most parents were unwilling to send their children to these schools for fear 
they would end up with minor "dead-end" jobs. By the present reorganization 
policy, the so called "Special Form I" was provided also for this group but 
hoped that, since the period was shorter and the curriculum closer to that 
in regular secondary schools, the parents would welcome this form of 
secondary education. 
While easing the problem of shortage of secondary school places, 
this policy, had it worked, was hoped to assist the local industries by 
: '·· 
. i ~· ··: " 
turning out more worke'rs ~ Once 
they would reach f~urt'e"en and .thUs could be legally employe~·:.: 
: /: ' '·' ,. .. , .· ; ' ' ' 
, But as· soon as 'l 965, twoyears after the pol icy ·was ~nfdrcecl, 
' ··" ,. " '3 
Government' had to acknowledge the unpopularity of the Speci a 1 Form, 1• and 
the policy fail~d. ' . ., ... 
' 
Let us examine the causes ·for its fa i 1 ure. 
The Special Form I was meant1 for those who fa1led to "make· 
But this group actually consisted of those who were not intere~t~d 
study and those who failed in the Joint Primary Six Examination {'later· 
' ' ( )1.'., 
Secondary Schoool Entrance Examination) 'accidentally" such as falling."''hl. 
For the first group, they were not attracted' by the opportunity of such a 
course of general education which after all~ did not lead to i'def1nite 
' ' ' 
qualification. The fear of Marsh and Simpson that this would appear, a's ·a . .1; •·· 
one-year extension of the primary oourse was not misplaced.4 'As for the' 
second group who might want to switch back to regular secondary education~' 
the Special form provided no alternative. 
~·· ' 't 
x.:. .. ' l' t: .. ,.,· ,,; 
The policy met witQ cogent opposition from parents. Hong Kong paren~$.f~' 
' ' ' ·. J •• · ''''.f' 
in th(! main wanted their children to go to school at an age earlier '.than .f:r ':-·!;:~< 
1, '.'' ., t, ' ' 1:1~1-</~!.-~·. :;.,1 !~~j~~~:ttl 
seven because of social or economic reasons or both.,. Unlike SC!me oth~r'.\,,:'."T< 
' ·" ' ,. ' '. .f'·.·:. 
places, such.as Scandinavian countries, there was no community life for t.tte. 
very young and by the time they reached seven they could be badly cond,itioned ··~· 
'-,.!•' 
for.school discipline. '·.' 
Not only did the parents want their children to get 
3Education Policy April 1965, Hong Kong Government Printer; 
4 
R. M. 
(Hong Kong: 
Mal"sh and J. R. Sampson, Report of the Educ~tion· COmmi ssi,on<;, 
Government Printer, 1963), p. 198, . - . · ·· . · .. · .. , . · · " 
. r 
···,'( .. 
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but also they wanted their children to get as much education as they could 
afford. Firstly, because the Chinese tradition attached great value to 
learning and, secondly, because they believed that education alone could 
bring their children good prospects. After all, the last thing they wanted 
for their children was a low-paying job in industry. If the economic situa-' 
tion of the family need~d their children to go to work, they would send them 
immediately after primary education or earlier if they were forced to. The 
law for child labor was not strictly complied with. Employers did employ 
children so long as their guardians agreed. For instance, many children, 
especially girls, helped their families by being "ditP-sum carriers" in tea 
houses or restaurants. 
But the blame was not on the parents and children alone. Curriculum 
was itself a problem. However carefully it was drawn up, the course of 
study in the Special Form during what was described as the transitional 
period was bound to be unsatisfactory in character. It could not replace 
the normal secondary curriculum. The shortening of the primary course by 
one year also needed a thorough and provident replanning. 
To those concerned with education, to raise the age of entry was a 
retrograde step, since, they pointed out, the age_of entry to primary 
school in England was five. To the teachers, it meant that his pupils might 
be of a lower standard at a given age. 
Let us stop for a moment and reflect on the question: should the policy 
be adopted at all? 
From the utilitarian point of vie~, the policy might have solved the 
problem of shortage of secondary school places and shortage of low categories 
of industrial workers. It might have been an economical solution since the 
'. 
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~1 ;':1 - cost for provision of the Special Form I was lower than that for a ful 1 
v. 
course of secondary education, and those who worked on completing the shorter 
course would give a monetary return to society earlier. Optimistically 
speaking, the extension of general education in this form might mark the 
beginning of universal secondary education. Speaking sociologically, the 
new Form I occupied the children between twelve and fourteen, thus· helping 
to curb the development of juvenile delinquency. The failure, in a sense, 
meant a conflict between individual interests and common good. 
! 
The policy could have been a success had social pressure been taken 
into consideration. Perhaps if the student, after finishing the short 
secondary course,could get acceotance from the employers or if the secondary 
course were vocational instead of general education in nature, more pupils 
would have found it worth taking. 
Some Other Problems of Primary Education 
Some of the problems that are serious but are rarely discussed in the 
l itera tu re include the fo 11 OHi ng: 
1. Individualization of instruction was seldom practised in Hong Kong if 
at all •. The average number of pupils per class was forty-five in 
government schools though there was a wide range of differences in 
private schools. Almost in all cases,' the class was too large for 
the teacher to devote attention to individual pupils. Any consideration 
for individual needs and interests was sacrificed to the pressure for 
attainment in the examination. The lessons were conducted in the 
form of lectures where the ratio of pupil talk to teacher talk was 
extremely small. There was hardly any time for the pupils to reflect 
2. 
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and digest and thereby stretch their mind and ability. 
Professor Henderson of the Hong Kong University once remarked that no 
primary age child learned at a mythical or theoretically 'average' 
pace; every child had personal problems and his own particular set· 
of learnipg circumstances and difficulties. In government primary 
schools, however, a child finishing a year's work would be automatically 
promoted to the next year, in view of the large number of students 
and the limited number of school places. Although promotion or non-
promotion is highly disputable, automatic promotion inescapably led 
slow students into trouble. For them it meant insufficient groundwork 
and overpromotion. Since there was no special remedial classes for 
these children, they received little extra help. (Private tuition 
created a 'heat' in recent years but most of the pupils in the govern-
ment schools came from comparatively poorer families.) Each year 
they were taught the same syllabus as their successful counter-part. 
This moving through the grades with what Goldin called "specific blind 
spots in mechanics and comprehension 115 not only would prevent the 
pupils from passing the selective public examination but also would 
lead to ineffectiveness in learning in the long run. 
Indeed Hong Kong primary (and all stages of) education is too examina-
tion-oriented. Limiting attention to the three subjects on which the public 
examination was held (Chinese, English and Arithmetic) had the effect of 
channeling a child's mental development to a narrow passage which led to the 
5A. Goldin, How to Release the Learning Power in Children (New York: 
Parker Publishing Co. Inc., 1970) 
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no-more-widened secondary curriculum. Perhaps it is time for us to think 
more on what Unesco experts once suggested: 6 
Any system of primary education which is mainly general and non-voca-
tional should include some means of giving children a liking and respect 
for manual work, accustoming them to observation and creative effort 
and encouraging in them an intelligent approach to the practical problem 
arising at home and in the community. 
Conclusion 
The Primary Education Expansion Program and the Primary Reorganization 
Policy represented Government's effort of educational provision during these 
ten years. While the former directly concerned primary schooling, the 
latter actually had secondary education as its target. 
Problems confronting the provision of free primary education are usually i 
social, administrative, financial, linguistic and religious. 8 Among these, 
financial heads the others in Hong Kong. Hong Kong has the same good fortune 
of spending low defence costs as Singapore, but building sites, roads, 
housing and other social services, exaggerated by refugee problems, limit 
the proportion of government expenditure for education. Moreover, after 
examining the relationship of fee income to school expenditure, Marsh and 
Sampson observed that "the proportion of expenditure in primary and secondary 
, schools which is recovered by way of fees is quite low. 11 Since raising 
of fees will agitate the parents and the raising of taxation would hamper 
local economy, 9 a reconsideration (and planning) of class size and teachers 
6
unesco, International Journal of Adult and Youth Education, No. 2 
(1963), pp. 97-103. 
8M. B. Lourenco Fil ho, et al, Problems in Education VII, The Trainin 
of Rural School Teacher (Unesco, Switzerland, 1953 , p. 9. 
9opinions expressed during the budget debate following a speech by 
the Financial Secretary, reported in the South China Morning Post, February 
25, 1965, p. 1 (Microfilm). 
.1 
f' 
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salaries seem to be the only way open to the solution of the problem. 
With the financial problem solved, the realization of free universal educa-
tion should only be a matter of time. 
But we must not be too concerned with education expansion to a degree 
that other problems are neglected. Primary education needs, so to speak, 
improvements in width and depth. 
·~., 
/ 
The System 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY 
EDUCATION AND ITS PROBLEMS 
Secondary schools in Hong Kong could be sub-divided into two types 
by the language of instruction. Chinese was used in all Chinese Middle 
schools with English as a second language.· The condition was reversed in 
Anglo-Chinese schools. 
Financially, schools could be classified into four groups, Government 
schools, Grant-in-aid schools, Subsidized schools, and Private schools. 
Government schools were directed, financed, operated, and staffed by the 
government. These schools included both secondary grammar schools and 
secondary technical schools. Grant-in-aid schools were run by missionary 
bodies and Government paid the difference between approved expenditure 
and income from school fees. Secondary subsidised schools were most being 
operated on the primary level. The size of each subsidy was determined by 
the school 1 s deficit and its capacity to meet it from other sources, and in 
any case not less than half the difference between approved expenditure and 
income. Private schools included profit-making and non-profit-making types, 
both must be registered with the government and must meet certain safety, 
health and financial standards. However, government exercised little control 
over teaching standards or teacher credentials. There was great diversity ..., _______ ,.._._.._,. _____ , ______________ ,._. __________________________________ -.! 
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in quality among private schools ranging from excellent to third rate. 
School fees were usually the highest among all types of schools. 
~" Characteristics of secondary education in this period 
1. About three-quarters of Hong Kong's children completed the full primary 
school course and three-quarters of those entered secondary schools. A 
statistical survey of this decade based on official records renders the 
following figures: -
School 
year 
1962-1963 
1963-1964 
1964-1965 
1965-1966 
1966-1967 
1967-1968 
1968-1969 
1969-1970 
TABLE 1.1 
ENROLMENT OF FIRST YEARS OF 
SECONDARY EDUCATION (1962-1970) 
Number 
of Pupils 
in Primary 
VI 
* 
70,008 
69,930 
72,144 
75,436 
79,493 
74,305 
86,318 
Number 
Entering 
Form I 
25 ,331 
27,144 
28,023 
31 ,876 
34,571 
37,692 
37,645 
47,026 
Number 
Entering 
Middle I 
13 ,081 
13 ,496 
13,774 
13 '950 
14,054 
14,780 
13 ,687 
14,309 
Number 
Entering 
Vocational 
First Year 
1 ,220 
1 .198 
1 ,447 
1,435 
1 ,468 
1,428 
1 ,547 
2,226 
I 
Percentage 
Seeking 
Employment 
40.2 
38.2 
34.5 
33.6 
32.2 
28.8 
28.4 
* 
Note: All figures represent a grand total: number include day and 
night, government and private school students. 
* Information prior to 1962 is not available. 
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2. ,. There was a sµbstantial increase in the percentage att~nding Anglo-', 
Chinese sch~ols while,. the increase i'n Chinese middle schobls.was almost 
\ • ' J - ' " < • ' '. • ' 
' ./ 
negligible: A companison is as follows:·-
·. · .. TABL~ 1 .2. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN ENGLISH AND CHINESE ENROLMENTS 
! ·; .'! ';:~ 
Anglo-Chinese Chinese >{' 
Year Number of Enrolment Number of Enrolment 
schools schools 
1961 99 42,494 93 n,104 
1964 156 84,826 111 42,394* 
1967 ' 198 126'196 120 ! 47 362 ••• , ; > f ~ ,. ' 
1970 ' 231 156 ,361 121 47 829' '. 
' ' 1· 
*The sudden increase was most probably due to the establishm~nt· 
;, . ! of the Chinese University in 1963. 
3.', , Education in secondary schools placed a reliance on 
and prevented a real understanding of the subjects taught. 
'• 
Technical education was still thought of as a second best, and courses, 
whether in secondary modern schools or technical schools, that did not lead 
' to the school certificate, were not popular. 
Implications Ii J 
';i, 
•'' I• 
These c~aracteristics were actually what educationists had to worry·. 
,•' 
about. When restated, each of them .would appear as knots to be untied. 
,, 
' 
.,,, 
i.-:>t 
·~ . 
\, 
,,· 
. ~ ) 
(I' 
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Increasing the Provision of Secondary Education 
The first characteristic implies that the demand for high school · ,, 
education was well beyond the present stage of provision. According to 
Education Policy April 1965, Government's goal had been to provide for fifteen 
percent of all primary school leavers secondary education in government, 
aided and selected private schools. Even later, when government raised the 
goal to twenty percent, it was still inadequate. Statistics confirmed that 
the increase of the twelve to sixteen age group during this decade had been 
very rapid. 1 Moreover while the average annual percentage increase of the 
primary school ag~ group was 3.5 (which was looked upon by many with alarm,) 
that of the secondary school age group was 8.6! 
This was the situation: while only half of the age group had the 
chance to get into a secondary school, no more than twenty percent of the 
secondary school pupils were in schools that received a government subsidy. 
The obstacle that inhibited the growth of subsidized secondary educa-
tion was limited financial resources. Secondary education was more expensive. 
This was especially so with the Anglo-Chinese schools. Simpson2 calculated 
the recurrent cost to be as follows: 
1Education Department, Triennial Survey 1967-1970 (Hong Kong: Govern-
ment Printer), p. 93. 
-
2R. F. Simpson, Po ulaiio~ Projection, Economic Resources and Enrolment 
·(Hong Kong: Hong Kong Council for Educational Research, 1966 , p. 8. 
Primary 
Secondary 
Tertiary* 
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TABLE 1 .3 
AVERAGE RECURRENT COST PER PUPIL 1961-62 
All Schools 
HK $ 230 p.a.** 
HK $ 470 p.a. 
HK $ 3200 p.a. 
Govt. Schools Only 
HK$. 480 p.a. 
HK $ : 1256 rp. a. 
HK $ 4300 p.a. 
** When dollars are quoted in this study, they are Hong Kong dollars. 
The average rate for conversion to U.S. dollars is H.K. $6 =U.S. $1. 
N.B.These figures include fees paid by parents. 
* Including Hong Kong University, Teacher Training and Technical Colleges but excluding all post-secondary colleges 
In more recent years, the gross cost per pupil per year in government schools 
was about $452 in Chinese primary and $1 ,461 in Anglo-Chinese secondary. 
This high cost per pupil in Anglo-Chinese secondary schoo 1 s was, due 
to inflated teacher salaries. A graduate teacher got the highest pay within 
the British Commonwealth. This inflation of teacher salaries in turn was 
attributed to the high market value of English and to the high respect the 
Hong Kong populace paid to "paper qual ification. 11 The adverse effect of 
high teacher salaries could be seen by contrast with Japan. In Japan, where 
the income per capita was not greatly in excess of Hong Kong, a widespread 
provision of secondary education was achieved but the salaries of teachers 
were only comparable to those offered in the Chinese private schools of 
,, 
. 
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Hong Kong. 
If the financial situation of the government remains unchanged, private 
schools will continue to have a significant part to play. Steps should be 
taken to enable them to function properly. 
Under a scheme which came into operation in 1961, allowance of $100 per 
month for each approved classroom or laboratory was made to a limited number 
of selected non-profit-making private schools. An extension of this type of 
assistance to further non-profit-making secondary would enable more schools 
to provide adequate facilities for a full secondary course. Another scheme 
which began a year earlier offered financial awards to selected pupils (whose 
order of merit came after those who were allocated places in government/aided 
schools) in private schools. Such a scheme too would be helpful if it is 
extended within the greatest financial limits. Fundamentally the process of 
registration of private schools should be strengthened to the effect of paying 
greater attention to general equipment and academic standard in addition 
to security and sanitation. 
Simpson has suggested a complete re-organization of the secondary 
school system as a solution. He envisaged a two-tier form of secondary 
education. Succinctly, it was as follows: 
1. The lower secondary education was to be comprehensive and was made 
available to all. The cost of provision could be cut by using Chinese as 
the medium of instruction with English as a second language. This course 
was to produce youth who would seek occupation upon graduation. 
2. The upper secondary education was a privilege won by special merit --
pupils were to be selected by ability. This stage catered for traditional 
subjects as well as technical and vocational fields with teaching in both 
;;: ,, 
English and Chinese. 
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3 Students were also prepared for higher education. 
This is a sound financial solution to the problem and needs and 
t"' ' 
r, deserves deliberations in great details. One main value is that comprehensive 
education is accessible to all and is to be community subsidized. However 
there are a number of points that need further consideration. 
The short lower secondary education might meet disapproval from 
parents who have objected to the modern schools and the Special Form I 
for the same reason. They might,show reluctance to financially contribute· 
to the form of education which is short and through which their children,· 
unless they score high in the selective examination, cannot climb to the top. 
This examination too might bear the resembl~nce to the existing public 
examinations the value of which has not been established. The dichotomy 
of the system would also result in a society with two groups of youths, 
one being regarded (or afraid to be regarded) as incapable of receiving 
higher education, and another group who seems to have every promise of a good 
prospect. 
Overemphasis on English Education 
The second characteristic appeared as a misfit into a Chinese community. 
Chinese education had continuously lost its attractiveness and was almost 
regarded with slight. 
It was partly a result of the cultural change in 1949. With the 
industrial and commercial boom since the turn of 1950 there began a new 
3For details for this plan, see R. F. Simpson, Future Developments 
in Secondary Education (Hong Kong: The Hong Kong Council for Educational 
Research, 1966), pp. 19-24. 
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interest in material prosperity. Economic success became a dominant motive 
and social position began to depend more on wealth. Thus the Chinese 
traditional values in education -- ethical and spiritual -- had given way 
to acquiring utilitarian skills. This attitude was reflected in the increasin 
number of par~nts who wished their children to study law or medicine, the 
most prosperous professions. English became a 11must 11 if a student was to 
look beyond a future of a low-paying job. 
The most immediate and important effect of the British administra-
tion was that the key to the best job and the most influential position 
was a command of fluent English. Working with the government meant a 
guaranteed job for life. This plus the benefit of gradual promotion somehow 
justified the Chinese term for a job in the public service, 11 chin fan wan 11 
or "golden rice bowl." 
Opportunities opened to Chinese secondary school .students were 1 imited. 
With the political change in China, the route to further studies there was 
cut. Before 1963, the University of Hong Kong using English text and language 
was the only university. Those Chinese-educated found that they had a close-
end education. Moreover, their counterparts in Anglo-Chinese schools, 
having had a western education which favored foreign recognition, could 
easily study abroad even if they did not score high enough in the local 
matriculation examination. 
Effect of bilingualism in Anglo-Chinese schools 
A child in Hong Kong had already the task of coping with language 
learning since he was in primary school. The daily language was Cantonese, a 
dialect in southern China. It was very different from Mandarin (kuoyu) in 
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which all Chinese texts'were written. When he entered an Anglo-Chin~se 
school, he had yet another language to manage which in structure as well as 
in pronunciation was so alien to his own. 
Experienced educators generally had the impression that the pupils in 
the Chinese-medium classes were more responsive and were more varied in 
interests. In one of his series of studies, Kvan verified this belief. 
Through the examination of two sets of essays from university students who 
had come up from the Anglo-Chinese system and the Chinese system respectively, 
he found this: 
I asked several competent judges to assess the (anonymous) essays 
with regard to maturity ... It seems clear that the students who had 
used Chinese as a medium of instruction but had studied English as 
a subject, were showing greater originality of thought and greater 
maturity in general than whose who had used English as a medium and 
had Chinese as a subject only.4 
In nine cases out of ten, those who thought that they had only a 
precarious hold bn English depended more on rote-learning rather than on 
reasoning. This sheer memorization in his learning process blunted his 
curiosity and creativity. Education hence meant not purposeful learning 
but cramming-in and regurgitation of facts. Another effect was that it 
impeded oral discussion which very often contributed to organization of 
facts and reasoning. 
That English education contributed to high educational cost has been 
argued. Its adverse effect on learning also greatly suggested a reconsidera-
tion of using English as a teaching medium. A lot of suggestions were made, 
4Rev. Erik Kvan 'Problems of Bilingual Milieu in Hong Kong', reported 
in Hon Kon : A Societ in Transition, ed. by I. C. Jarvie (Lond . 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969 , p. 334. 
.·. 
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which included using Chinese in early secondary, then eventually moving 
to English in upper classes. But the root of the problem seemed to be in 
the fact that English was the official language of Hong Kong and a language 
that had high utilitarian and market value. The movement for legalizing 
Chinese as the official language has just begun late in this decade. With 
its success, one may hope that students in Hong Kong would be in an easier 
position to learn. 
Unbalanced Technical Education 
5 Sir Sik-nin Chau reported that domestically manufactured products 
contributed nearly 77% of the total export trade in 1963 (this being an 
increase of 15% over the previous year). This expansion has brought forth 
three problems that dominated the thinking of industrialists: 
The fir~t. the present severe shortage of labor, both skilled and 
unskilled; the second, the rising cost of production resulting princi-
pally from high labor costs, and the third, the continued difficulty 
in obtaining land .... 
ITAC (Industrial Technical Advisory Committee) estimated around 1970 
that Hong Kong was currently failing to train a necessary 2,600 technicians 
and 9,660 craftsmen each year. 
The shortage of labor was obvious but technical education has never 
succeeded in attracting those with primary or lower secondary school qualifi-
cations. It is reported that in 1963, out of 131 ,000 students, only little 
more than 6% were in technical, vocational and modern schools. This compared 
unfavorably with Brazil for instance, where academic school students only 
5Address by Sir Sik-nin Chau, Chairman, Federation of Hong Kong 
Industries, May 8th, 1964. 
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occupied 71% or Argentina where the percentage was only forty-eight .. 
It is interesting (but should be regarded with regret) that in 1966, 
when secondary school Form IV boys were given the chance of attachment to, 
various industries during the summer vacation, QDll six pupils took the 
advantage of the opportunity. 
As recently as the summer of 1968, the secondary technical schools 
were found to have 400 empty desks. 
Let us examine the attitudes of students (and their parents), school 
, 
owners, and the manufacture industrialists towards technical education. 
Hong Kong education did not attempt to cultivate in the students an interest 
towards practical work. The primary education was largely formal, verbal 
and devoted to the three R's. Although the standards of music and art work 
were high there was little science or creative practical work. Students on 
the whole had the socially induced ideas that literal work was better than 
manual work, white-collar job was of a higher social standing than work 
"that would soil the hands." There were many cases where when a pupil was 
allocated to a secondary technical school at the end of the Secondary School 
Entrance Examination, his parents rather switched him to a private academic 
7 
school. 
Their financial consideration is justified in that the emolument in 
industrial jobs were really not attractive when compared with commencing 
salaries and prospects offered by government, banks, and commerce to promising 
7A survey in 1969 at a Resettlement Estate quoted a'high percentage 
of those interviewed as preferring to learn industrial skills. But by and 
large the middle and lower middle classes still have partiality for white 
collar work. 
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students with evidence of academic ability. Even a position as high as 
technologist would get as little as $700 to $900 a month, whereas a Hong 
Kong University Arts student could usually get $1 ,300 a month as a teacher. 
The modern schools were established in 1960 aiming at leading young 
people to apprenticeship and industrial employment after the three-year 
course. In the main, these schools proved to be a bit ahead of their time 
and many were turned into technical schools in 1964. Pupils who reached 
Form III had advanced too far up the education ladder and have been unwilling 
to enter apprenticeship or artizan training preferring instead to seek places 
in Form IV in some other schools. 
Part of the fault lay in the government technical secondary schools 
in that the curriculum was too academic. The only technical elements of the 
syllabus were metalwork and woodwork for boys, and secretariat skills and 
handicraft for girls .. These practical classes provided instruction in useful 
hobbies rather than qualifying students for any sort of industrial work. 
The nature of the curriculum in fact accounted partly for the slow 
development of such schools. Since the intake was made up of those who had 
not been able to get into secondary grammar schools, dropouts were those 
who failed to keep pace with the dominant academic part of the syllabus. 
Finance was the reason for technical secondary education not develop-
ing in the private sector as general secondary education did. Industrial 
training was expensive: a lathe engaging only two students at a time, was 
said to cost up to $10,000. Consequently, private schools could usually 
afford only the non-industrial subjects of the technical syllabus like 
domestic science, shorthand, accountancy, and allied office and commercial 
skills. 
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Manufacturers'. attitude towards trained craftsmen has not been favorable. 
Since the war they have taken the advantage of cheap, unskilled labor.· 
Now they were often too cost-conscious and short-sighted to release employees 
for a day or two of industrial training. This was supported by the fact 
that the part-time-day-release courses in mechanical engineering were 
started early in the decade at the Technical College, but there had been 
practically no expansion since then. 
The remedy i I 
The Morrison Hill Institute, opening classes in September 1969, helped 
in solving the problem of shortage of industrial labor at lower levels. It 
was intended primarily to provide industrial instruction at the craftsmen 
level and below to children of secondary school age. Its significance 
was that it ens~red the supply of trainees without white-collar School 
Certificate preferences. It siphoned off the Technical College's intake of 
technical training. 
In a developing region like Hong Kong, economic viability depended 
heavily on this level of technical training, which we think is best to be 
'blended' with academic subjects in high schools. The system adopted in 
Malaysia in 1965 furnished a good example. During the three years of com-
prehensive education pupils study a group of common subjects which included 
industrial arts or home science or agricultural science or business practice. 
In the third year were introduced workshop practice, housecraft and practical 
agriculture. Upon completion, it was proposed to offer three choices for 
' ' ' 
the next two years, two in the academic stream and one in technical and 
vocational. Pupils who wished to enter higher education continued their 
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studies for two more years at a deeper level or specialization. It might, 
be in the academic area or in technical education.· 
Curriculum Being Too Academic .. 
The last characteristics pointed to th~ p~oblem that th~ high schoo'l 
cur'riculum was contributing little to the well-being and improvement of the 
society. It was true in both English and Chinese systems. During a symposium 
on the teaching of the-Chinese language,8 one of the speakers pointed out 
I 
that the syllabus in Chinese was not suitable for an industrial community; 
.For example, it was reported, of the ~orty-nine les?ons selected for the 
1970 Chinese School Leaving Examination, only one was written in "Pei-Hua" 
(the conventional language). 
This had close correlation with ,the problem we have just discussed 
pupils opted fer traditional types of (schooling and shunned industrial 
training. 
But knowledge imparted in too academic a manner was likely to be 
inert rather than functional and resulted in frequent retardation and 
premature leaving of school. Unrealistic school courses not closely connec-
ted with the atmosphere and needs of children, their parents and the commun-
ity as a whole have had a similar detrimental effect. It is time Hong Kong 
should reform the curriculum so that it is society-oriented in content, 
problem-solving in nature and more meaningful tq the learners. 
Hong Kong does not have to borrow an example from afar. In Taiwan · 
the revised high school curriculum brought into force in 1962 made a distinc-
8As reported in South China Morning Post, July 8, 1970~ 
;-<:: 
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tion between the function of junior high grades (VII, VIII, and IX) and 
senior high grades (X, XI, XII). The program was based on the principle 
that junior high school should emphasize 'life education• for the purpose of 
educating complete citizens. While senior high schools should stress 
academic education to lay a good foundation for their future studies. 
Conclusion 
During the past ten years, secondary education in Hong Kong developed 
from a tripartite system to a dual system with the absorption of ~econdary 
modern schools into technical education system. Those with academic ability, 
having been selected by the Secondary School Entrance Examination, found 
their way into grammar schools. The other group went into technical schools, 
but the ultimate goal of many of the entrants was admission either to the 
universities or to teacher training colleges. As a consequence, the curri-
culum for both groups was alike and was primarily academic. Steps need to 
be taken to reform the curriculum so as to be more liberal and practical. 
The demand for secondary school education was high and will continue 
to be so because a considerable rise in the high school age group is antici-
pated and unfavorable comparison with the more developed countries will 
encourage demands for a universal provision of secondary education before it 
becomes essential from the manpower point of view. 
Hong Kong with its thriving and developing industry and its growing 
population is going to need an increasing numbers of craftsmen and manual 
workers just as it will need its technologists and technicians. Apprentice-
ship training combined with school training (as now being practiced in 
Belgium ~nd Holland) will make a valuable contribution to the future of Hong 
..... --~----------------_...."""""',,_, __ ,_,,;.,;...._.. ______________________________ ___ 
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Kong. Starting separate schools for technical/vocational education at the 
lower seconda'ry level might have been a mis take. 
It might not be' too optimistic to argue that if technical education 
is expanded, industry will expand correspondingly with its feedback of pro-·· 
moted technology and manpower, and the increased prosperity would, in turn, 
enable secondary education to expand. But all these will not be possible 
unless the social bias against technical education is done away with. 
/ 
.CHAPTER III 
HIGHER EDUCATION: DEMAND 
VERSUS SUPPLY 
Higher Education Scene in Hong Kong 
The Institutions 
The University of Hong Kong was the first and the only English speaking 
university and it followed the English tradition very closely. Substantial 
grants were made by the government towards the university's annual recurrent 
and non-recurrent expenditure. 
From 1911 to 1950 the enrolment never exceeded five hundred. As 
a result of the Jennings-Logan Report1 and painstaking investigations based 
on the estimates made by Government, a seven-year plan was carried out in 
1959. The fruit was borne in 1966 with the undergraduate body expanded to 
1 ,800. Enrolment has continued to enlarge ever since. 
With the establishment of the Faculty of Social Science in 1967, the 
university had five faculties in total. The others were the Faculty of Arts, 
the Faculty of Science, the Faculty of Medicine and the Faculty of Engineering 
and Architecture. All, except Medicine and Architecture, offered three 
year courses. 
1sir Ivor Jennings and Dr. D. W. Logan, A Report on the University of 
Hong Kong (Cathay Press, 1953). 
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The Department of Extra-mural Studies provided over a hundred evening 
and day-time courses for adult students. It also organized public lectures, 
seminars and conferences. 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong was inaugurated in 1963 as a 
federal university. It had its origin in three private post-secondary 
colleges -- New Asia, Chung Chi, and United Colleges. The three colleges 
were separately located but physical planning to bring them together has 
began as soon as 1963. Title to the site was conveyed to the university in 
1970. 
The university offered a four-year program leading to bachelor's 
degree in arts, science, commerce and social sciences. Some courses were 
taught in English (especially science subjects), some in Cantonese and some 
in Mandarin. All graduates, however, were expected to be bilingual. 
The Department of Extra-mural Studies offered, by 1970, more than 
four hundred courses. The majority of them were conducted in Cantonese . 
or Mandarin. The department also offered several correspondence courses. 
The Technical College was established in 1957 and was the only institute 
to provide higher technical education. It offered courses for technicians, 
technologists and for those entering for professional examinations. Depart-
ments of the college included Building, Surveying and Structural Engineering; 
Mechanical, Production and Marine Engineering; Electrical Engineering; 
Commerce and Management Studies; Textile Industries; Nautical Studies; 
Industrial and Commercial Design; and Mathematics and Science. In addition 
to full time courses, part-time day and evening courses were also available. 
Nearly all diploma courses were divided into a three-year Higher Diploma and a 
two-year Ordinary Diploma courses, the latter at the technician level. Both 
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courses had a common Year I which was diagnostic in nature. 
The decade saw improvement both pedagogically and in physical facilities. 
For example many lecturers had been sent abroad to undertake special training, 
and a workshop was built with a donation of U.S. $250,000 from the United 
States Government in 1967. 
Entrance Examinations 
Both universities conducted their own matriculation examinations and 
competition was keen. It has been estimated that in a given year, only 
about 30% of those who sat for the Certificate of Education Examination had 
the chance to continue in the sixth forms (matriculation classes). Poten-
tially there were many more students capable of profiting from a university 
education than were able to attend. A contrast can be found when comparing 
those who took part in the examinations and those who were admitted. 
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i 1. 
TABLE 3.1 
" MATRICULATION FIGURES OF .THE 
: '" 
TWO UNIVERSITIES (1963 - 1970) 
HONG KONG UNIVERSITY CHINESE UNIVERSITY 
number number percentage number number percentage 
year of can- admitted admitted of can- admitted admitted 
di dates di dates 
1963 1 '795 515 21. 7 
-- --
1964 1 ,782 535 29.8 3055 507 16. 7 
1965 2 ,001 585 29.2 4041 517 12.8 
1966 2,446 555 22.7 2183 491 22.5 
1967 2,235 740 33 .1 2555 583 22.8 
1968 2,664 751 28~2 3035 630 20.8 
1969 3,257 781 24.0 4313 568 .13 .2 
1970 3,625 820 22. 7 . 5639 610 10.8 
It was questionable whether the rigid procedure of selection'as 
employed in Hong Kong could really encourage the qualities of mind and 
character that was desirable for higher education. As far as content and 
method of study were concerned, the matriculation examination was of the 
same type as the SSEE or the Certificate of Education. An anecdote ran 
. 
. . 
. 
2 
as follows: 
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... a couple of years ago all Faculties and Departments (in Hong 
Kong University) were at one in their report on the Matriculation exam-
ination: 'The candidates rely by far too much on learning by heart 
instead of working in an independent and original way with the questions.' 
In such a way, a higher mark in Advanced Level did not necessarily show that 
the student was more suited to a university education. The defects of the 
examination system, furthermore were that the wg.y in which questions were 
asked seldom required the students' wide reading around the subjects and 
that the selection dwelled too heavily on academic attainment. Personal 
qualities and social service ability were largely neglected. 
Getting into the Technical College was less competitive. Those who 
had a genuine desire to take up a technical career were few and the entrance 
, requirement was relatively low. For the High Diploma course it needed a 
general education to the Hong Kong English or Chinese School Certificate level. 
Completion of a five year secondary school course would entitle one to the 
Ordinary Diploma course. 
Students 
3 
Cansdale explored Chinese student life in a western type university. 
Among his many discussions, two points were of special interest. 
One was that studepts on the whole experienced a conflict of ideas and 
attitudes. A student learned an ideal kind of western liberal individualism 
2Recalled by E. Kvan, "Problems of Bilingual Milieu in Hong Kong" in 
Hon Kon : A Societ in Transition, ed. by I. C. Jarvie and J. Agassi (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969 , p. 335. 
3J. S. Cansdale, "Cultural Problems' of Chinese Students in a Western-
type University", in Hong Kong: A Society in Transition, op. cit., pp. 345-
360. 
unwilling to discuss academic problems and seemed to be affli~t:q by(ln, ) •' , , ·4 '-' I • 1:'-i .~.'." 
overpowering lack of curiosity which might cripple their stm;ffes~ ·,·it W'-S'; 
' ',· \H : 'l. i: 
not that they did not feel 'the threat of nuclear weapons, population control 
I J:< • 1.- I 
~. I I 
and other contemporary problems but they were also cautious:and'1 ~esitata :to·i"._' 
commit themselves. pubicly. 
I .l ', 
' 
dents whose parents had themselves received a western type of education 
though it was most prominent in those whose parents had steadfast points 1 
of view. As for the lack of curiosity and diffidence among most universit/~. 
students, this could be explained partly by the lack of self-identifica'd'on 
prevalent ip a place void of any national claim, and ,partly by ,their study; 
' )',< 
habits, since secondary school. The tendency towards the end of, 'the decad~, . 
r I • - -~ •. _.:·.,fr,::,,..,; ·:·1t! '•i!(J. 
nevertheles's, was for students to be more out-spoken and exhibit mof~'~qda1}'. ' 
.. > ; \~ ' ; ' • ' 
. : ' ' ' ,'•/'- '. ' i, ",- l' ,),;: 
consciousness. One example was the reform movement carried out by the'.Hong , 
. ' ,, "_'., , : ;,~~:/ I :::r~<j· 
·< Kong University students beginning in 1968. The Students 1 Uniqn ·~~~h'~~d}~·1:/~th ·· 
' • t '. ' • • <. ,j- . t~ f ;~ ,,; .. '. - ' :..:<1<-1 . : 
total reforms which included students' participation i~ unh~rsity:ad111ini$f:!\'.,:\ 
. pr \ ,_ ,,, . , ,I-, 
tration, improving instruction standards and promoting.1stu~en~ w~l:fare' •. · 
Curriculum 'I 
,'( j ' l . ' .; : ~.':.. . ~ ' : •.. - ''--, ' ... , 
Critics have suggested that the traditional type of British 'university 
,'r 
4Ib 'd p •.. 345 ,' .,. 
.. _1_., 
produc~d .. graduates who'·were 
J\ ,.·["'", 
,,,, ·, 
since they demanded a'nd received salaries similar 
:"":.' ~ ' , . '. .:~",;~ ; . ·, : ·_ ,,,: 
culturallydivorced.fromthe community. 
is 'true that the goal of education is 
·,·!;,;:,'<; 
the.application 
' ' ' :'':,, " ./ . ;: ' 
creative imagination and' trained intelligence to the ~olution ~f soci~l. 
problems and to the administration of public affairs 115 .. The. rel~vance of, 
. ' 
. . I 
qualifications geared to local needs should stand at the fir~t priorit;f~ .':• 
future planning. The reason. for western type of curriculum is t~~ eagern·e.s·s+''.Li 
" 
).,'",I 
for overseas recognition. For those people who seek this, conv~rsion courses 
should be separately provided for. 
\' 1' 
The Demand on Higher Education 
~ 11J ., 
It can be shown· that development was the slowest on the university level 
. ~ ', 
Prior to 1963 only one university existed and only one more was 
a long period of fifty-t\'P years. 
., 
Before the establishment of the Chinese University, those whos'e a'spira~·\' 
\· .:: 
tion for further education was not met in Hong Kong had to go to oversea .. ,}·:1.:." 
" --- . ' -~ .·;~~---~::~~;',' :·· \;~~\~~:~.--:~· 
universities. Most went to Taiwan. Japanese universities· starte~ .Chirlese :i1,:.~. 
' . ':· ,·' ·~.,: _'_\-.,':i.~~-~,·~-~j~·"< 
courses once more in the nineteen fifties. Those remaining in Hong KQng had':~ . 
I ' I . ' • ' • :..,_ :'. I ~.' ,·~\ ' 
few alternatives: There was a Department of Chinese Studies,in tne Hong 
: '\ .. ,,, 
Hong University, but a candidate had to reach the matricuiatfon stancl~'rci Q.f 
. . . , - . ~L, , . ,; 
English before he was admitted. When he was ultimately admitted, hefot.J.nd: 
5u.s., "The President's Commission on Higher:'Educatio:n.':fo~}D~~~racy·t; 
1947", American Higher Education, ed. by R. Hogstadter and. W.,Smith, II' ' 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1968) p, 975. · : . ' · 
" I ' • •, 
',\ ',__, ' :' ', ') .. •:: ','• I ; ' , '. ,· '. :• i' ', ','. , '.i ,I: ,': 
University for 'any' but the most exceptional students from .the Chinese Middle' 
,i:··.· . ' ' . 
schools •. · (Most students from China entered the Evening School ofH,igher 
Chinese Studies started by the Education Department in 1951)• 
' ; . .. . 
Some other /, 
. ~ . . ' ' ' ;. 
entered the post-secondary colleges which, however, were considered below 
university rank. 
' ,_,: ,; \·.·: 
The establishment of, the Chinese University in this decade·~therefore·· 
solved the serious problem of deficiency in Chinese higher education. : lt:, 
also provided the soil in which the seeds of Chinese and western culture ~ 
could come to full flowering side by side. ' 
Inadequacy Despite a Second University 
I 
'· •': 
· It is ~alculated that in the United States, one in three has~the change 
of a full-time higher education; in Britain, if sandwich 
1
courses
6 
are. inclu~ed 
j < I < ~ I 
,i 
the figure is one in twelve. But 1n Hong Kong only about' one in a hundred· ,. 
r ,. "< ,, " , !l 1 •• :~ • 1 
r '•,;, 
is at a university.,The two universities·together could accomodate,4~0.00.,,t,9,;'., 
' . . " ·. ' . ',''..,:'.' ,, ;:;'..' .,¢ .. , .~;" ·i·:t«t'; 
5,000,· but the number of those who want a university ~ducation far';ex,c,e,d$,,,/ )1' 
r , • ',i . :" 1 • ' : J '~\ .{,~:: • .. :jt '.i{' :" ~ 1 
this figure. This is reflected in the gigantic number who hav~"re<;:efved 'some 
kind of a higher. education. Those who took courses ·iii the ~xtra-m~ral ,, .. 
i '. '· : ·: ":·.' .;r~ ., :f ·'" rJ,,~ i:·" : . 
departments rose to 14,700 (1969 figure), and thos·e who were)t private post;..,, 
secondary colleges were around 2,000 to 3,000. 
),·l 
·.,\ 
6It is an innovation in Britain. Under this scheme, students ~tt~~d 
the technical college for periods (usually of·severalmonths) and then ·ret1Jrn: 
to the factories. 
I 
._.' ' .. , ,, . 
'i· 
fol lowing 
TABLE 3.2 
HIGHER EDUCATION (OVERS~AS) 
'i:. .• 
1 ·· 
U.S.A. U.K. Canada · Australia Total ' 
1960 1 ,060 326 180 711 2,277· 
1962 1 ,004 479 210 766 2 459,,. 
' , 
1964 816 750 267 i 196 
1966 1 ,031 1 '161 539 267 ~ >: • 
I 
1968 ' 1 '966 1 '176 1'118 224 
1970 2,871 551 1,600 
·-1. 
:.;' 
It ,must be' further pointed out that of those who stucii~d abi-oad~,J>ver ,, , 
v. 
' ' ~, I j. 
sixty percent were after the first degree. In general those who went.abroad 
; 
. were from wealthier families or with more initiative. t The,se stJd~nts,.•uhfor·)' 
tunately, seldom returned to Hong Kong. 
ency of university education provisions 
vi ty · Where fees are concerned, the University' of Ho~~ Kqng: WqS 11'lU') "e~~e~~live 
l 
university. An Arts ~tudent had to pay $ l ,200 (U.S •. $200): .~hile,,~· s~,ience ' 
~: I :.' 
'' 
50 : · .. · 
' ' ' ; ..;.'iJ ·J, f "1 :::;; : 
student paid $1500 '(u~s. $250) • Resjdential fees ranged from $1,SOQ to," 
~-": \f, ,1 ~ r ,·' ~ • ~J~J* 
$2,4QO~ In 1961, as a means 1to'celebrate the·university•s,golden';•jubi'tee,: 
:~~,:' ' ' .,.. .. . ': '/ , '; ,.· ~:'' '·, '. , I " ' \:.· _\· .- ' 't< ,~;. ' ,;.: .\ ,,/~~;·. 
Radio Hong 1<ong in conjunction with ttie university produced a broadc'ast 
series in August.7 ··one topic of discussion wa:~. whether, th~ 'univefsity ~a~;: 1 : ·., 
':· .~t; ·.. .'.;}/:·.;' ~ ·.·;··11 l~i·:.::' .~' ··: 
11 a. 'rich man Is university••. Some held positive views' expl aining.'for; ~~a~pl ~:·."., 
,~ . . , , , ( '.' .. · ,:·· +.,: ~.:/.:{~ .... , • ;1 :\.> iv>rl· i\: 
that the fees were higher than ·in Malaya. So~e denieq 'that· itw~s·~, Jhe·'"'', ··' · 
' ._:.1··; ' ,• ,, ·, ·, .:, .;_,; r' 
discussion was inconclusive but in'retrospect1. we are able to·yiew'-the'i~sµ~·1 ', 
from two angles other than that of fees. Firstly, ·selectior(of candidale'$ ·.··. 
•' ' ·' , ., ~ . , , :·': 'i! "'/ :I'~:.•.', .::,,/:~:' ;· l:)f,, 
had· been so vigorous owing to the fierce competition created by mere numRers ,:''· 
i,'.· 
that there could hardly been questions of wealth buying places :that had "not. 
' . 
been earned by application. Secondly, in 1969 financial awards to outstanding 
' 1, ·'.' l ,' ,"::.,-i· 
students were replaced by outright grants and interest-free l_oans. : Th~ ,1 ilr9e 
suin.of money formerly used as 'scholarship (which rich students ,actually .. di~, 
' e ~ ; 
not. need) benefited more students so that 11 no student who was offered ,:'an· 
! ' ! ; ._, 8 ... 
undergra,duate place should be unable to accept it for financial re~so~~'',,,',' 111''."'fl~;J 
' , I , , ,' ', ;l~,, f'., f,l_( ,1 'lf'.i The University of Hong Kpng is near the central city anq i~ boupq~~:.~t;. '. 
· . · ' . . ·• , . 1 ·, :·'lt:' in~"·~,1 
residential areas. During the decad~' new buildings were erected ~n ,.~a~~'.~~.~t\''~ 
, I ~'", "< , -,::' ·'' .'. _' ;~i~• b~tin the,foreseeable future it is d.ifficult for the1 tiniy~r~itY,~p,'s~t~~$:~;i~:~.: 
beyond the present site. , . . . ... . .. ; ~ •. :.~·;::~:;:.~f'iK::j~~' 
In this respect, the Chinese University has a better, prospe~t,:;:~:Jlle,.:\i 1~,!11''·, 
11 • < ,. ' ·'' l • : .' - 11. ~i!":J.•~···;'· .\\.~:·~.·1·' '" 
big new campus jn the suburban area can easily accommodate t~fl·'tho~sand.·.'~o·,·,,, · 
' ' ' . ' ,' "· .1,~ ( ;·,: \ ·: ,:!.!'.' 1· 
fifteen thousand when fully developed. The university, however~!suffers 'ff!Qni 
' , ; 1!~, "; ' . ' 1i • I 
1 .. - ' ' J '°<i.;' 
certain drawbacks. It employs Chinese as a medium of teachil19t bu.t'most· ,·' 
, ,1' I, • '" '~ (- ,\ ; 
;'' ' ,:. :"'' ,.,··, . ,., 
: -.·,,' '. ·~1. ..~l·' . ._ . '•i: I, 
the People," Radio H9nfJ<ong . 
~)··~ ,': 
7 . ' \. 
"Town and Gown--the University and 
broadcast series, August~ 1961. · 
8 ! 
.. Education Department Triennial 
p. 54. . 
. ' 
! l 
. ' 
'. 51' 1 
! ; 
'a sound knowlrdge of English wo~1ci's~ill p'refer to'gt1f~ 1,it'h~r ,J 
; : ' ' ' ' ··,.. ,. '·' ' .. • .• ··' ' ' ,.' • ','. ,: I '' i,"<,11·:·)/,~U ' 
English university~ It is.away from the urban are~· thus requiring stud,ents:'f:u.: 
to spend more .. time a~; rJIO~ey ~n tr~nsportation. ~Jt in due cours'~';'·.~h~~·'::,.'~,·1~H9 / 
improvement is made 'on transpo:tation facil ;'ties~ the traditional :to.,' hig~er\i"'+ , .. 
education should be eased . 
i"' 
The.Ways to Meet the Demand 
In Hong Kong the private post-secondary colleges were servJng ~~,. 
i :n1 ·~ , . ! 
alternative avenues to higher education. --In the Philippines and in a number 
of other Asian countries private post-secondary colleges might already be'•· 
awarding their own degrees .. But in Hong Kong these. colleges were neither 
I ,, f 
receiving. funds from Government norwere recognized by the univ~rsity ... 1.:::·;: 
In matters cpncerning accomodations, equipment, academic reputat1ofr: 
'l ' i ' . . . . ·. ,• l :. Ii ·• :. ;'· f' : ~·· ' , 
and admi.nistration, these colleges 'were said to be below standarq •. , .Thf! < .. ,,;:l· 
. ' 
, :·• .. · t. :'.• f' r .~1;.,:.~: . :; 
general impression was that the graduates from these colleges often found* 11 ,·i.::li{ 
, I. , ', ,' , ·.• 1l : ,/·,;·:.~;~::.)\.:.;·,/\! !:,' 
themselves attaining unrealistic employment goal' sine~ the majority ta1,1gh~:.Jri·:, 
) .• ~it %'.t 1~ii::;·~.:,·! 
private schools rather than following the career for which they were t~ai~~~.~~;: 
Their return to society was thus of less impbrtaii~e,'' ,, ' , "' . , -~l~·:i.',~,)~1 
It must be remembered, however,, that some very capable students WEn·e·i,. 11f::·-' 
. ', .· . ,9 ' .. :·%;\j ::',r:\V' ..;rf5: 
attending these.colleges and that there were a few (:Olleges whit::h. were'' 
• I 'f ; ' ' ;' #.\".:<.:[t:.<\<', 
continuously making an effort to better themselves. The members 'of;t~~.J 
Chinese University were once private post-secondari colleges • 
/ ,~~ ·,i'..-1 .. L l i; d '.: 
9The Baptist College was· a good example.' Jt was well-equipped ''and ' 
was recognized by Government in 1970 to have acquired a 
that' of a university institution. · 
f' 
·t'' 
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could gradually'move towards a university standing, there is ev~~;,·:hopetha~:f'i: 
even tua 11 y the r~st ! . s ~.o.u 1 d sustain bet tei'. qua riJ i es • s i n~O ;;.,s~ b~ ~~:;~ ~;,~{;: 
colleges have had the~r origins. in China,r, it iS expected that''their .standarcf:1 
'. ( : .~:;. : - ' ':. ". , •• ·••• ~-·:,; • :·',, ' • • • j ," 
in Chinese language and lJterature is high. 'After a thorough investigation, 
full'use should be made of these·~olleges as'centre~ for Chine$e learning 
thus relieving the present universities .to concentrate on 9ther and more'· . 
specialized fields. / ,·· l;' 
Likewise a part-time university is highly desfrable: I It nas', been 'Ruf 
. . 10 . . /" •' . ' '' 
into practice in a number of countries. It has several advantages wh~n" 
applied to Hong Kong. It will enable the full-time institutions to remain 
at a high academic standard though at a small size. It will have the fuhction 
' ' 
' ' \ .,- -
of ·encouraging and co-ordiDating higher education to meet student deman.d at '. 
a lower cost than at the present full-time institution. It will also, prevent', 
' . ! .. ' .. 
'' the rising of "wastage rate". A part-time university facilitates peopl~ "Of· .. ,. 
' ' . 
' \ ,.., '•' ''1 )'" 
high intellect, but who are unable to take a full -time degree course. , Mor,-e-''.·, 1 
' I 
over, it would provide qualifications which are relevant to employment oppor!·~: 
. . . . :; ' . ':I ",.,,1 ·:\,."< _,;·~f'.; 
tunities. Students could be benefited if retired and capable universi.~.Y, 1 ,, •. ,'!.•.t,.:,;· 
•, . ' .' . : .. -· .·.:. :-'t;;;.:··:l::'·,r";.;.:.i ' 
graduates, who have been in different occupations, ·coul~ be invited '.to,:, .. 91¥,"~";,,~?1 \ · 
fi ;s·t-hand, persona 1 advice. . . . . , . . . . . , ,. , .. , . ; ::·:~~,,::.~>,,;~,:,~i'.·, 
One realistic remedy is making full. us,e of µ'resent facint:i~~. 11;i,~i:.:.;Jfr¢~·\i: 
'!'' ' ' ... ;«'.·''.. 1~., ;~· :·,~·, ~~::~·11.\1·:,,, ,~·l!t::,;.:,, l~ .. , 
use of university buildings and laboratories should be extended.'yJhe'writf:!l9, ·· 
•;· I !' • ~ \, ~y' ' 
up of experiments, for example, might be done outs.ide the laboratp~Y~ 
': . 
10 " . .. . '.' ' .;.:' '.,'.• .;,I >· ' ·' ' .}''..:i, . ·. 
In the ~oviet Union, approximately forty-five percent of 'Cj.11 "students 
are following higher education while working. In Japan and 'the· Philippines, a 
large number are taking evening courses. In New Zealand, about fifty-eight 
percent are part-time students. · ,; · " 
llR F ·s· · P t" i'· • • impson, ers ec ives n 
to Educational Planning erie$ 
Educational Research 1966 • 6-17. 
second evening sessiori'for practical work must be' fully ~xplored~ 
' ~ . ' ' . ' " ,. ' \ 
: , . 'l · ";·· '. , -. . i ·, :1, , !' :'. :.~ ., : r. :.:: . , , !) :_ .. ,~ .'. , . . . . , , , ', ''. - , . :: , , }. 
ti on must be also given to the use' of 'student time during vacations and to 
the possibility of completing a university course in a shorter time· 
method is that a student can comp Tete the course in· two· acadenii c years ~od ~~ 
two vacations of assigned study. Staff time can be better used'by m~ans of 
the "double-shift" system or teaching in large classes. 
! .. 
A Different Demand on Higher Technical Education · 
Unlike university education, the demand for technical 
from the industrialization of Hong Kong rather than· from students. The •... ·· 
students on the whole remained indifferent to technical careers. According t~ 
l 
Hong Kong Government Education Department Annual Returns, in 1964-65 ,· Qnly·: ! •• 
2.8% of all secondary school leavers were enrolled in Technical<College 
' ( ' ~ 
against 4.9% in the two universities. A persistent reason was 
. ' 
and economic incentives were not encouraging. " ' 
. . . ' ·. . · ... i:,;,. 1'(:>1,;;" 
Chinese s'ociety has traditionally placed great .weight on acad~m.ic.:::schql.:;' 
• 
1 ~ "4. • Y.:, ~'i-·::h(" 1 ,.rrjJ~~:l!~· 
arsh.ip. The more academically-able children tended to· seek 1'a~m1Ssi9n ·,to1e,n~,)' 
' " '.' ·:., ~-'1 . >~'.: :'."t::: ~·-':,j< .. ; 
of the two universities, or for those who could not, they would at 1east1r "' :.:" 
' I • ":: '•, ,I, ' .,: ' ··, " '.j,' :. '.'I):.' 1~ .. \ ·ttt\ ii I'\ 
save enough to go abroad. The expatriate-based ·government pay sea 1 es el')llb le~,·: 
~: . 'j~, ~ :-:' " "· __ ' \''._~i.• ,,1 . 
university graduates to command salaries that most business fi.rms were'.not: 1.: •, 
,, 
prepared to pay.· Although some large western.firms paid high salaries,' 
' \.! 'I :~ ' ·!l : ·~"· )\' ,, .: 
Chinese owned factories in the main offered only half t~at which the graduated 
would get from a government teaching post. Furthermore the 1 imited prolllOt.ipri, 
;t,··' 
prospects were as discouraging as inferior stat~s an'cipay. 
"I 
'· ' ~l , , ! 
Jt is easy ·to:defend that Hong' 
and as such, its greatest need was personnel 
the technological level .. 
',. i 
However, almost too often the lack of technical 
for non-invest~ent given to the 
businessmen as they 1eft to look elsewhere, such as 
example, in 1969 the director of ,Heuristic Concepts Incorporated withdr~w 
from setting up a plant for the .~anufacture of computer 
His reason was the shortage of industrial engineers.· 
The fact is that situations have changed since the Second World War". 
The post-war period was a bl es sing to manufacturers because they enjoyed both. · 
I , 
cheap labor and an injection of skills from mainland China. Smal.1 factories.: ·.. ,: 
dwarfed by international political conditions. 
was. intensified. Local industries could only survive 
goods were produced. 
Immediate Actions Must Be Taken· 
To·'.fll:ster an interest in technical studies among 
'"' 
' ' .1,''. :. ,·f . Jj,, t~ 1;.--; .·? 
is ·a fundamental solution to the problem.· Government's intention fo.:1969,· of 1•• 
• I ,':::}i'• . 1, ,1•;: ,if- I 
j ! ·.' ·1.' 
setting up a po.lytechnic9 dawns a hopeful beginning. But it is ~.~sent.ial , 
j ' ' "-·:., • ' 
, , ' ;, 1 ~. 1 ' ' ' ';: ,•> ' I~; :· : 1 
that this new establishment be given university status and be. allowe9\to·grant 
'" 11 
,, Ii '' '' i '·~·: • 
their own degrees. It should be on equal footing with the present t~o uni .... 
.. '.r .~ i .... ~ J, ~ :i. : :·.'' ' 
versities and graduates from these three institutions should receive simi,lar"" 
financial rewards. 
\ilj 
engineering student places at a 'lower cost-per~place; and toiintroduce 
'; ,' ' • _':,, 
1 
.. ;,~ ! I (' 
0 
~.•~ '• • .: ', < • ... ," .'' < "' ! > : ,,:' ., •:, :~ .:\ ' 0 
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,·,~ ,• '(,, • .. '[ 0 
the'first time certificated extra".'mural course in technology,· to beintegrated 
' ' 
in later days with post-grad~ate diploma ~ours~s a~d made for ~ 'f1~~ibl~1i~;': ' 
teaching programme which could vary.with the needs of indust~y. H~ ai~~ 
"./' 
proposed the use of closed circuit television in an experi~~ntal "Stude.nt:,; 
/ )•' ;; C, '" '< :: 
;• J "1 · ' " 
Stu~y Center'' using 11:tuke-box 11 units where stud~nts would qraw on inst-tud:1ve · 
I ' . / :l~: './1 ;:, ''"\;'!;'t· .?~::!:\\.,''! .,., 
material controlled and selected by computer, with .all these .linked to wh~t~ 1 
"·I " 
' 12 ' 
ever programs might be televised publicly,on local channels. , 
,, 
Whether provided in the traditional university or in the anticipated" .·•. 
~I , < ; : , 
polytechnic, it is important in the future to emphasize practical experience, 
Technical education must not be limited to theoretical learning. 
at the University of Waterloo, Canada, and with slight variation a,t.the .Brunel 
'' . ' ~ 
College of Advanced Technology, England, is worthy of serious consid~ratioth .. 
' ' «l:" ' 
Students were to divide their time between the university for academicjistuqie~ 
' 1- "·J ~·,: .. ! ,;:_ :~<~--.. ~:::,;.::JJ, 
and industry for their practical tra1ning. In case of the Canadian, ~xanip1e' ., 
.. l ~ I rt•: tl'-
s tu dents spent alternating terms of four months on campus and· four:monthsr,}n 
' •, j', ' ' ' ~-t" 1 . \~.: : 
industry on a year-round basis throughout their course, wi'th '.half 'th~ student';, 
I •, ~ • 'k' '' ' ,I ' 
.... , , . , ·.·· i-r~,i::: , . , 
body on campus while the other half in industry. ·Industry provide9 one job···· 
I ; ' - •. -: ,·.~I ~~;;;, ',.,,:') 
for each pair of students. As one student came off the job for ,·his next" ternf1, ,· 
at the university, his counterpart on the campus took his place''on 'the job.13· 
,, 
'' 
.( ,, 
i:lj;. 12Professor s. Mackey, Annual Presidential Address', Engineering Society 
of Hong Kong, 1964. 
"JI' '} 
13sta ff members ·a 1 so al tern ate on the basis of one 'term '~f1f 'for' ~tudy ; " 
and research,· for every two terms of teaching du ti es.'· , . .· :· t:· · ; . '·)~' 
----------------------------------..... :,r· I,, 
.. . . . , ,, . ..· ,.,_;: < ,. ·.···· · · .( ;:+1 ;. . 1,/~:./::.ri t 
'The advantages of this scheme .are several.' The .technical 'institut1ort::.':::· 
·, ' i' ; ; 'j ;i. ,, ..• ' ' ' .·.'' ·,' ' ' •, ' .. •,. \> :.1 ' ' :· . ,:•;,!\:.';/, ''.{;':;;,'\)"'' 
can make maxipium use of its facilities while suppo'rtfng an increase ,1n, .. ,.~·~fi/'!t 
enr~ l men t; . 'Q~ the. D}~-~ hand ; the students ~~in ~ c tua 1 ·. • ' , . i~Mt:r 
industry and can pa.Vat least partiaJlyhis fees through his' earning. 
~ 1: '[! 
over,. industry can offer a balaryced training program at reasonable· cost 
,:, 
I ;i 
! ;. 
Conclusion 
Two main characteristics prevailed in 
the overall inadequate provision of higher education~'ari~ the 
.between technical and academic education •.. 
Large anticipated increase of the university age group,, 
secondary education and rising aspirations. insufficient middle-: level empl9y.:.:: ;' 
. .•, .r ·,. ,.j{, / 
ment opportunities and expected growth of comm~nity affluencY all poin¥e<t .· 
t . I .'•.' 1 , ·~'. "ifij~), 
to the increasing demand on provision of tertiary education in.the foreseeable 
future. Every effort should be made to expand the univers1tY ac~Of"1'10dati.on •. 
>· 
The, Chinese 4niversity, when completely moved into its new rural.site, is · 
~ . ; .t , . '.~'·' .. ~~~ .... ~,J:,:i; 
more liable to expand.· Distention. of the Hong Kong Univers1ty.is .. ~ome~b~t·1,,;,:, 
' ' <. i ·:~ ~~i.·~::,;~;,t,t<~\.(;,_~'"'~~~<::\-¥',j· 
restr;icted by,.its urban Jocation but ways can b'e sought internally ~~h;;'~:•·rn: .~ •. 
inaklng full Use of the existing facilities •. , .. · • , . , },;\i~:;~:~fi'.t.• • , 
Among the many suggestions to meet th~ d~mand> the est~bl istimenf:o(1a ' 
J~rt-time university would strike the.public and at fi,rst,stage!mightieveri' 
' . i· . ; ·' ,~ h 
- ' '·' t ' . 'L.,'f ,: 
be unpopular since Hong Kong parents always are skeptical aboutisecond-best 
.' l ' ' . r 
institutions. But in the case of persistent shortage of provisio.n, a'part~ · 
it , ': ' '''I 
' ' ' ' ' ' '1', '' 
time university should be.an effective means to solve the problem.'· 
' ~· ' 
To arouse more young people to turn to technical careersisomething 
\ ·1' 
must be done to provide more socio-economic incentives--the 
; 
''. t··-
57 
far: has been th~ root':'of trouble; . The polytechnic,· when es tab~ i!)hed would, 
command morep,~estige1ra.nd status. ·.But in the ·meantime, ·employe;~;:~ust 
>· ; '.; > 1 , ' · ' )r 
encouraged td set up industries thdt need highly skilled' workers an'd;tech:. 
: ' . -· ,-- '. " . ! 
nologists and ~hich ;p~oduce financ'ial returns sufficient to provide salaries 
that will compete with Government. 
attached to industrial occupations. 
'i,'1 
.\ . 
To spur more .interest in technical education is a matter of ch~nghl9·' 
',,, ·c 
fundamental ideas and concepts. Indeed, a beginning of change shQuld· be 
' ' 
effected in secondary technical education. 
! ... • 
1·'' 
( 
• ..., • i 

i ,., 
Lack of Basic Data ' . . :::~~Jt 
,· i l 
As pointed out by Berkowitz and Poon, serious i nvesti gation"i nto"~soc1a1" 
~ , ' I ./ '.. ' ,,. -' ,: . (.if·;: ' 
welfare related topics is lacking. One such topic is th~ relation'between!:r_i.<\+. 
t () . 
. . 1-u.~ , , 
poverty and educational attainment.· Information on income, family budget 
and standard of living is hard to obtain and no reliable up-to-date statisti~j 
are available : the 1961 census did not ask questions concerning money incQme 
·,, ' '.' 
or expenditures. 
. There is ..• at present no material by which one can get a pictur~ 
: of the distribution of income, that is, of the proportions of the· 
community falling within different income ranges nor of the occupa-
tional structure of the working population and the directions taken . 1,, . 
in the _relative emphasis of different occupation.2 '· · . ' ·:"i:.,.~~:\(~i'''( 
However, what we are certain of is that home influence is a determill:ing:-
. ; "'':,: 
facto,r in a child's success in school. Schonell, speaking in 1942;~,:'reJa~e~_:,·,~~-
• . I ', •,•· ,. '; i' ~ -~;., ;,' :! ' 
the greater amount of scholastic backwardness amongst normally _inten;;~en;t ,'.~ ·' 
' ~ ' . . : 
pupils to unfortunate environmental and emotiOnal experience~·" 'Kla~s·mei~:~:-
. ' ' '~' '' 
and Goodwin in ·1966 acknowledged that out-of-school forc~s often affect~d ·a·. 
1 '" 
(Hong 
Kong, 
1M. I. .Berkowitz and E. Poon, ed., Hong Kong Studies:' · ~ ~ibf~ogr~phy 
Kong:. Department of Extramural Studies, Chinese University of.Hong 
1969) o , ' ' ' ' • i ,'. • ' , i ' I ' 
~tt~tude towards lea~ning •A#':!''.·. ,, 1 . ' ne; ghbor.'h~~<l':r arld 
.. "' . '·I' .• :·. ,,·. 
' ii;•' z, ; 
broader cul tura 1 in fl ~ences were 
I,' i 1· ,, '"_' i .·. ' ' . 
and behavior in.the classroom. 
reflected. in hi's personal· 
,, J 
'. . l/ : .,' ' 
In Hong Kong society, aside.'froni financial factors, two 
•«, 'i • l 
• '' '\j'/- ~j , I• 
cularly affected scholastic performance in .school:. poor material ,condit1QO~, •1 
: . ·1:'~ ;· ',' (',:~ ... ' ·.~: .;,~:< ~:,~--:~ ~:·}i1 
The former was important. because cons 1<!-
.. ,'.·.,;, I '..-·. . " - , ' ,i ' -~~~ of the home and parental guidance. 
erable proportion of the Hong Kong population still lived in miserable"('· 
accomodation but such families were seldom discouraged from sending th~ir 
" 1 r · - , 1:·-
children to school.· The latter carried weight in a Chinese·societY:'wher.~ 
• ' [ ~ ' ,i ' < i ' " ' ' ' 
parent's importance perhaps loomed larger than in the west. 
Home Environment 
Housing was one of the most daunting problems. Since.1954 many pedple 
\ L ' j:., ' :•!\" ' . '·' I ''.114. )I, 
from the squatter area have been resettled in government muHi-storey ' .. 1"0~:...·:: 
,' ' ·: '.::".' '~ 
cost buildings known as Resettlement Estates. The area occupied b,Y''~ach:i1,~ 1 
' ' ' , ·, -,<· 11, ·,:::~ " .. :!),;?: .. 
household when it first moved in was jn direct proportion to the'num~en of:;'. 1"'· 
· . · • , ~Jyo.c :L ·>;;~~i;1y::.·,~~! F : 
members. A family of four or five adults would be housed in a .. ro9~:·~.~·1?~~1t:~::1, 
•
1 
' ·' , • " • ;, I''.>.<".,: .'.<+r: ·):,.'.,( <.'.:/:.'.. '·'/·;,, 
hundred twenty to one hundred and fi f~y square feet •.. ,The ·: 1 i'vi ng ~o~~~~~~Qif ,::/d 
was much better than in squatter areas bu~ the. pfesence of ,cocklofts' ~rid' :the·;~1 
. .· . , / . : ~ .. ~'.> .. ~~iryrll ,,;.;. \.:.·~ . \~~·f~>l. ; .. ~ 
fact that some people had to sleep out in the corridor, suggested ttiattller¢ 
t~ ,, 'l 
was still a lack of space. 
Research. It was on the investigation which aimed at about two, htindr~q ,. 
• ·!"•' "; 
households of the low socio-economic class. One observation was',that·.most 
of the households consisted of either. a cubicle Or"' a bunk. space •. ·\ cubi~l.1e~/i~:' 
,, -1lfl : • .• ·' 
were;usua11Y sixty square feet in area~· Rooms'were separat~d by'mere~oo~en: 
. ' ., J I '""j [.: ··.·.; ·: ... I 
" 
.6Q 
. . ·l~. . '>» ·. ; . i i;, '•; .'~i!t;'\'";,11\~ii1;1'~;, 
partidons sixJeE!t high.·· A piece ofcotttin cfo'th enfranCe':~1::v4\;,; 
'· : .; .::.;·1·~:~ '. ·;:·,;:~\ ~" '· ,. ,· . i,, ,~ ,;:'·~, ; '';, :', •. " ,';·:>·'.~t ':· .. · .. ··· ~\:; .;f·,~:~·1:;.~»,~~.':,.<~·;!i>'~'.·,-\ ';:~<;}.i};~·'.f·~· ... ~: .. \' 
provided the doorway, 1. Bunk spaces· usually measured seven feet· times.J9ur,~~:·,;~'f' 
' ·',.·~~. ~ ,\·r ..... ·;,·,;;t~. :~;n;~' ~.· ,. :· '.,' . 1 -~'1"' ~: r.::-- ',· ';,-· •'.''. :, :· -·~,l ,:_, _'·,\>~>·:>'~"~:.f .~ ~-)~-r/·; t~~:.~·-_;<;, 
feet., A'two•tier<bu11~ of this size was the total 1acco111modation available,. to · 
~. ~ -.' o:. ··,~ ')• •, :f' • ', ,\ ·. l . . •.. . ,,_, ,•I"'.~~,, ", 
the household. P;ivaiy was .non~e~istent, It could be imagined that children 
studying in such home environment must be exp.eriencing 
brought in by_ the shortage of space. 3 
grE!a't 91 sturbances;: !'."1i\,:',i 
. . . ,: ::~:t~~f ~~'. 
j.' 1.,.1: i y:: ~¥ )j' 'I •·• ~ l\li I 
In an exp~riment 4 carried out by Rowe et &, a .. n~mber bf! va,luabl'~" " . ' 
' ·::.\, '.·, "' 
,. 
>.'' 
Parental Influence 
findings was made: · ·· 
1. The mothers of the bottom group5 tended to be ,slightly older' (wi'ttifn , 
forty to. fort¥-nine years olg range.) 
. t 
2. More mothers in the bottom group were away from home for 
part of the day,1 ' 'I I ~j ; 
' J ·, ., 
3. .. Slightly''more parents of the top group'Were in bu~fnes's ·an~':4% Q.f,,t~J•,,t;i 
' ' "; ' < ! .!'11•1 .;,, !•,~ I 
top group as against 21% of the bottom group wer~ either'·retfred,'unemplojeq,':)-" 
or deceased. . , . . , · ·· , :•. 1w,~;:·11i~~~. 
4'. .. Jhe bo~~om group had clearly a great•~ ~~rcenti!~e of r~~~·~s,,;~~h<Y~j''~' 
sctfool i ng. .. · ·• · "' ·~~f 'ffi,.'' " ·f "t• 
• : ;;'}'' ' ,,, ' II' \\ f'~~ 'I'' ,,;Ji 'r_,11~~1~ 
j " ' I ~' "' ' ,. jt:Wi r~ir' I ':J~ l ..._ I 'J.l •; t 
5./· The Parents from the bottom group w~re m6re rigid' and,con~erv'a,,~iv~\jn't~. 1! 
h 1 i .~·, V~'fk·' 
i 1' 
'Ff' t ··~ 
Research' 
4 • :. j.~ '; ' ' ' '•. . ' ,', -~ :H,I ' : l,._f.·:.,·~~ 
E. Rowe et al, Failure in S~hool, Hong Kong Col!ncil for;EducationaV: 
Research Publication No .. 3 (H.K.: H.K.0. ·Press, 1966). 1 
. ... 
5Their. sample consisted' of four "top ~tudents,": ,· 
. ~·. :•. t 
,. I·· 
... 
i•;. 
'"· 
·.. . .. \ : . , )( ;·t ' ·.~ ·:i,:,: .. 1r\}.iL;, 
ideas' an,d. modern ·con~itipn$::}t;i:\;~;i;"1~;; 
' ·,;:' t·"i';· • \.: ~.i:. 1 • '·':. '., ',. •• •' ,.-,\,.·'» \ '(,·<>• .}> :.•;_-.~.(~\:i :····;it::)/~':}~:,:>:,;;!::~~+~ 
. . Perhaps one:'~ou),<f •expect that the conta:ct between mothe~, anq.:chi]d. 
''/;r::-:;;f>_;,:;-~·',: ', ._, ~.-, 1;"·;:.:·7'.·_);:.+<}·_ - : ; . , ~- . .<.:·_ :'I . ·.:'· :' ,. ~,'-· :~:-'/.<.~.~-:~>~-,:;.·;_".;·:~_-."· ::-.·~<:J 
rather than that·between father and child, 'exerted a greater influence s 
' · ' I ' ,., I 
' ' ' 
almost all fa~hersneed to go out to ,wor.~. ·in cases' where.the mother had 
•, ' ·' • ' • .. : -1 __ ,', ,· ~--\.' .: ~:.. :·_,1':',) :)~\.-,::<· .. ::\:,~:,_::f\:':1;:~:T;" 
little school.fng ~nd little time, it might be inferred that .. thefch1;1d t!a.$1t/ !'~:~ 
r ' . . : ''' ,· . · ~t,'ic '.:' ·:··. i;':rL .'::' 
deprived of the proper intellectual environment and mater.na.l superv1$~01l''~;\,::''':i:,i1\ 
. i ' ·, .. • > t ' \~';';;~~~.~~; . 
F'inancial sii~ation. ,, , . .. '. ." .. , :,; · "~ ,.,:·~~1/1\·<'.'.;\'.::.:~;;~11~\t .··· 
Although po defin'ite income distribution .could be made;~. it' ';s· appB;rerlt'•:'.:: 
· , ,. ' · ''~· ' ; , :' '· · .. ;, ,~,·! , · /: ,"._' :hr 
that wide differences in income existed: the Hong Kong soCi~ty was one wher'e.-;~ 
" ! 
the extreme rich andextreme poor coexisted. (Westerners as a group .were" 1• 
' I • • 
rich and a number Of .businessmen were fabulously wealthy.) .·On the ot~er,.~a'p~ .. , 
!'. ".i•', '·"' ' 
many unskilled ~orkers were still paid a wage. insu.fficient'for the::1~uppofit1·1iO'f" 
' ' 1 _' ~. ' • 6 ~. . '. ' " .. '· \,· ,.'. '.1 1 '.;·l~\. :<.{: ··.~·::;~·· 1 ''.J.', 
a family. An 1unpublished survey made in the late 1950's revealed· that .;: .. ;':" r 
'. >: . ~ . ! . ' 1' ' <' ' ' I t. . \(, 1 ~:: :1. ""' );:~!~i~<:.;~{ .. ,.~,;~~.J:{ ,,, 
,55;6% of ;hos~ questiOned had a monthly income. of $ 300 (U.~. '1 $5~}· ~r,;,,}:~~~i~( 
· · Wages have risen steadily since then. According.to the 1 AnnUal"Reprif .. , 
- - ' ' : ' .... "~" .. o''.t •• ;: Ji);:i·" 
1966, the usual daily wage-rates in Hong Kong .dollar? ·w~ret1:as, fQHowsr 1' ,.,,11n "'·1 
': ' ski 11 ed 8. 50-2a. 0,0 } ' ' ' : '!;;i~~~~;: 1:ir:;i\·l;1l~:1;.: 
'
£ ,i'. ,. ; ~. i 
, ' semi-skilled 5.50-21 ~00 
l ~ ' 
* 
1 
unskilled 4.80-12.00 t,.J .: . ; 
;his meant f~~il ies that had one bread-winner 1 et,u-~ ,say ~s a. reflativ~J.>t'·~~rn 
well-paid skilled industrial worker could only have a monthly''1nc0me of)f 
" : . . :·i . f ' , ' i' '!, b, '.~ 
around $400, or an unskilled worker could have only $270 or less1• ;', ,,:i 
. . ' ' ~ ; \' ~· :·~'.\ ,-,-_·,~ :_~}.:: 
6w. F. Maunder and L F • Szczepa.n i k, . ,~,: k~: 
Kong Housing· Survey, 1957, (mimeograph).· 
' >"., ' .. , .. '.:.~ .• > ''. ;. ,' ';~:'\::·~~;·;:1: ... (it i.:· 
,t;/"An understanding' of the financial average ... pai~\~orker:~1:~\i/:~i:i" 
.:,~; ' j ; ' ' ·, . ' ,'' ',·,, ,i' '~( . \ t: ::;;,~t'h:,>:;~'' can:~;be constructed' by comparing expenditure' on basic commodi t1 es with 1 abor>¥),, 
time ·required' to affo;d each. . \,,;,;f;~~,jl!~~! 
'' 
LABOR-EQUIVALENTS .OF BASIC COMMODITIES; 
1966 AT $9 PER DAY OF TEN HOUR~. · 
',\. \ f ~ . :: 
63 
__.. __ ..;..;..._....._;._;,__,;...~;,,;;_~:;......::E~d""'uc.:...a;.;...t_i,.;..o_n ·, . •. . . . . . •, .. ..• . . . . . :' ~i;t~~~;7;, 
It was veryVpossibl e ,that most Of the families of the; lower ... midcHe'(;l ass 
:>·;~;;: __ 11< ,~- ,_ ·}rJ .. ·~.?~~'. .. :·~,\:.>:,:.\> 1 ,- <· . , , .. .f _ .. ,., _.:;_~·r-::·~) ... :~.: ,.;:.::!· ., ,, ·.;·_;(:~·. :;<;'.;~~~ : .. "~'.·j1:~~-·:}\-~ 1,<( 
were' sending thefr:c'tiildren to secondary schools at great sacrifice.> Accord-
ing to ~he Journ·~;'';oi the Hong. Kong Institute of S~ci al' Res~ar~h,7 manr 
·.I• .. ',. 
households spent:as much as $70 fl month on education out of a. 
$250. 
I \ .~f' _ ·.'.~\\· ' , , ·:,'~·1. ·~11•;,' ' 
The Co111111issioners in 1963 suggested a raise of :school fees .. in govern-
·• . r ·r!t , •',. 
ment/aided secondary and primary schooJ s. They believed that mafiy:par~·rlt~~ 
I :>._ I • / -\ ~- •: ' ' /:'d/ :\;1_t' ~I 
could actually pay more than the minimum fees, and they ·conclLided, .. ff~W')heif:,~,,:, 
' ~ 
' ' 
study that the school fees covered only a sma 11 portion of Government.' s' ~' 
' 
.v ... ,:,·. 
expenditure on education .. The Working Party which worked on the proposals,'',· 
however, endorsed only part of them. As a result, fees were raised onJ.Y 011 . 
,. ,,, ,, "k,,' 
·' 
the secondary level: In addition, a suburban fee was created. 
I l ' ' 
TABLE 4.2 
READJUSTED SCHOOL FEES, 1965 
(FEES PER ANNUM) 
· ORIGINAL FEES 
Urb~n i' $ 
l j_;J!· t 
· Secondary 'Forms I-V 320 
Form YI 360 
160 . ... Technical , •"' , F. . . . . . . . .. 
I ~ ,< 1 • > 
7 ' Ibid , , p: 44 • · ,1. ,. 
,, : 
$ 
' !,! 
... 400 
... 450 
200 
'I·'-' 
'1 ., 
Suburban 
Secondari 
Rural 
Secondary Forms I~V 
Technical . 
; ' 
ORIGINAL FEES ' I 
$ 
: 1 
160' ,, • ~ • 
112 . • .. 
200 
140 
')!' ,' 
Public comment during this period was still against the increase ti~:'fees •. 
! d' !·'.' ,j : '.~~; .:~ ~:'•'·'~'. ' 
Most spoke for the lower-middle class who might take ttie twenty-five,percenr 1 
.. . ,. ; " ' .' ~~j<?t' 
increase as something disastrous. In spite of tMs, however, secondary::{clay}',; 
I 1·' ., 
school. enrolment indicated a steady rise. This' might be du~ to the extendef 
" ' ' ,· '·. :'il,i' ' 
fee remission scheme, or rather, to the unchanged earnestness'of HQng'Kpng, 1._ 
. ,: , . ·/ r , . . . l,, i , ~i ~· ~{ ·. :·~:j·~;:,::i,~··;:,~~ifAf~:;1,, 
paren~s to,. send their children ·to secondary s~ho~l~. , , , < <·, ,, : ,"z,,,.(:J~,,~X·'3t!: 
In many families, education was made' possible by governmefit,f.iJ)ari~i.~1'.::~·;,1 
, ' ' , , "'· , . ,· , \; _' "" l;'V ~:' 
aid and public funds. ,The Grantham Scholarship fund~ for" example, provi4ecf·'.';/!' 
sc ho 1 a rs h1 ps and ma in tenance-gra nts • . ' ' , : ; (t::;;,~l·~'; 
A number of voluntary agencies undertook·scholarship .. ,and '•school fees :·~:, 
i ' ' ' ,,;, ' : ltl'.,,i, '.),1::, ,-"k,· 
schemes for _needy children.· Some of these agencies .were the Fostet' Parents' 
j ' ' . ,> '·, .,• " I I /.,":ft: ' '' _,'":, ~}\~: ' . },: ,~: / ... \\' 
Plan Inc., Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club and the American Univ,ersit,Y pub~ tJ.", 
1, ' ' • < -, ' 1,_ i ~.· ' ; '. !. ·.'.+ j. 
addition, a 'number of local newspapers provided loans ancf'grant~ to Stud~n·ts~ 
' t . .' 
with funds,,raised by overseas donations and loca~ appeals. One suet. ne~.~.:,>•: '.. 
I I'' 
Conclusion 
I 
Matertal conditions and parental influence are correlatec:I ~ith 
. ·-· _ •· :· , . -;1 ·w·-1. 
financial situation of. a home. Children in· poor families may. h~ve''no de~k: . 
' l ' : - . ·•·.•. ' '·: ,;~'/·1·1' ~:_: ·i\"'./)~i.h~~~~!!, ·}' 
nor even a quiet corner at home to do their home-work or ._relax~,. If~ t~_e_t_~,.~;;\:i_;c~~; 
' " , ',, .. ,,, ''•f' 11 •. 
mothers are working away from the home to S!Jpplement income, 'they suf.f~r-;al's9l 
' . ' ; ' ' . . ', ,; ,' /•'' ' : '•!':''.'.'}, _· ~'!; ;'. 
from want of parental attention. Ch.ildren from well-to-do, famili~s'~rijl:>y.(·~:1,i~:,' 11 
' '. '•: .;: :l~':t ',I 
better housing, better nutrition and probably more reading materi~l, 
social opportunities and better parental guidance. 
,. -~ 
But this is far from- being absolute. Where motivat'ion and 
"; ', ,. r , , ,!.. i~, " :, 
will persist, evidence points to social up-grading despite disadvantageo1.4s' 1 
, ! . '·'.·. ~\ .. , •. ~if:j~,"1.:' 
home conditions.\· Charitable organizations and scholarship schemes, .bQth pub.::\ 
' ;i :· ';, ' ·' *' 
lie and private, .have played a significant role in making many bright. $tuden.ts 
dream of education 'come true. Every encouragement should.be given td·~~ep. 
this up. Extending financial ·aid, and building more public libraries 
,. )' ,, ': 
r,eading areas, especially in 1ow-cost housing dis_trict_s 
methods to help the young. 
'1 .' 
.. ·• I, 
\ ', 
·~.1 . ' ~,.~. ,: ' : ,;, .;; : 
,. '. , PUBLIC EX~INATION ~:S,TEMS ' ·· · ·.. . ~.~·j:!'\'~~~~~~!1~ 
Hong Kong .students ''moving up the grades are' expected.1.to uqderl:JQ~~:r 'f\::.Y.l,1>'' 
. " ... : '·' /"'. , ..... ;.:,·~,,, .· 
besides te~ts, mid-terms and finals, two publjc examinatio~i= .,;h,.·Sec~n?~tl;, 
School Entr~rice and· the Ho~g Kong Certificate of Educati~~ ~iami~ai1o'n~.;"'.111~}:/~' 
The Se~ondary School Entrance Examination was held"at th·~ e~a 
Primary vr.· It was conducted by the Education Department with. the ain(to 1 · 
' ' -' ·.';" ! ' ' ' ' ' '\ '1 
select pupils far places in government and aid secondary school$ anct alsg,. 
assist places .. i~ private schools.. Before 1962,·. it was called• Joint.'~;~1ITl'r~;· 
·Si~ Exami nati ~n. ' 
11 
. . . : . , . . ._ . , · -; • • t ·, .• ":~.',f i: 1 ·.,q~;~1t:t;~t;t~1~ , 
.,, . · T~e H~n; Kon~ Gertificate of .Education .Examina~ipri (E~~Us~{fp,i~~~~,1;·,. ~,;:\;, 
was 0 the mod_ified Hon~ Kong Engl ish/Ch.inese S,chQol Certific~~~ f~\~.?a~lQn~~': 
~. _ !, t • ··· .· "_, ',. .. ''. . ,tr/;'';'.Jil/'.;\". ·!~,~,-:~ J,,~L1.!~:~.~:,~;"'·.·~~:·: ... l 
ThT. examination. was held at the end ~f the final. gr~de 1 pf·hl~~ .. :.!e~~~ .. ~<;a.~fo~ ... 
, -: '.' · , .r-,: ·,i:t, . . /._,.;.i.,, : ·:,-,:y~'':~: ~.A~· ;1-1 ~~.·.:'.·~.,,f,.·, r1f·trh'.~;'f/ 
and Middle V respei::tively). It was iconducted.l>y a syndfC:1ate O:f!·:'repr'ese,1Jt.•t1'.ve. 
"· • • .: ' • • · ...• ' 1 L~>j ,,,·. ''•11, •i!;11:,, f 
of participating schools and the EEiucat.ion Department· t1,.~~·/i:::;r~:\'~~~~~'i; ~.{'.·:;i1·;;i:~i·; 
'.. ' •' ' . ' ' '. : ' i. ··~Al1:~,:,:;:?\·~'·.~,p•ie.:,.'';'~}, J4:; ... ),,i;;:'. .. 
Prior, to 1968, candidates had to obtain' passes' i·n a pr~~crjbed .f\amP,et;1 , ' 
' ~ ' ,\ . ,, : .\ ::: ' "·, ··,··r:~: 1:_'·'';.,":I> :>': .L\, "~ >",:,;· ·,'.'ti;::,;ti1f' ~(,;f.' 
cif subjects.in order to obtain a certificate --'.'"passes in English,;;iplus. · ,, 
I . . ',,, ,;· ,.. ,1·. . .. 
at least four other subjects, including one foreign language,1,'one,,socia,l 
;\'.. -· ., ~ /. t '' ' ···1. ' - '· ' ' '·':>.:· ,,'· '•,•' ;.. .. '"·';1.~:· ',fl ·~.,. ./·,. ' 
science, one' science or mathematics subject~ ·' From}96~ onw!lrd·~ ,,~11 ',c~nfj.J~·1,,,1 
- . . , ".-.· ..iv.:.;::.!.¥·.. . • . J;tJr.- J• • 
dates received ·a certificate on which were 'recorded 'th~ grad~~, in 'eac·ti· · ',~;:''k,.,·4; · 
;,, '-~ ~ j•·.~~ 
subject taken' •. ' 
i ~-
,I ~' . ' 
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' 
" 
methods to th~ demand of the examination;.· teachers and stud~nts ankf! . : "•·iii\.: 
devoted their effort on every part of the curriculum within the syllabu$··"'! .. '"·~:" 
, . • 1 , , " '" • ·:·<·,,'.~!..:{~,,::,; 
anything outside·it would likely be ignored. Throughout a large part of theiti11' 
1,,i '; . ' .,. •. 
educational careers students were engaged in preparation for the 
I 
through rote memorization of required information. i.:· '. '11 
·.· 
-~. . -~ti 
A number of. unusual phenomena indicated that Hong Kong.'edu.cation was 
I ' . ,. • ·., . , 
• ~ '. ,! ' ... ,. ' ' . • ' : : ' ' ' ' '· ... '{' '.\ ~i; -~, 
rt.inning down an eccentric road. Approaching Jhe time ofexamin~ti~ns, ~aiJ~··; 
, . . • ' , . ! . . . . : . , I' ,,. , , '. h-'"' , ~. , . " 
schools required students to go back to, classes on week,eQds ,or 0 ev~n durtn9~ •1;::f'J,, 
'•t . '••fi 1' .. ~.·~·"·>'' . .' ·1·~· ... · •':':··~\\ 
vacations for 11extra-lessons". In many cases, .these extra:· cJ ~s,se~1·tt~~~~l~'~:·i ',~.'i':1:. 
! . ' . • . ;: . • ( . ·. "'r'' ' , ' ·:~l!! . 
the purpose of "hurrying to fin 1 sh the syl l a bus " , Ma ~ys tud~n~s '. l)s p~: 41~~'~: 
tho~e less intelligent or less self-confident, came to ·re<:kOfl.:more·onr'. .~.:{:~~.i,;.,:., 
,• •! " ·.'·l Ly~>·,··,.' :' '<'li•'\;i'·~~;,_~tfj•''<;-,)' 
11 revi.sion notes'~ prepared particularly for public examim~tion.s.' The at1tflofs 
\' , J I J, ' ' • ' '
1 
'!, I,;•!: ~ .. 'i' \ • " '.", ,.:,'i,J/h~/1~J' ·:.)\;, 
of 'these books either picked up past examination questions or· fabricatecf £'\'. 
' '- • > ;< : 1· \ : .. ,.,,..·l 
' . ' i ' ' . ' ' ,j, i· ' ' ' \ ,,.;11..' .. : ~~· '•. ~ .. ;._ 
s.imil11r ones and' provided them with "model a:n~we:s",.,,, ~1tp9u~~~,!h~y . 'mean~:1',, 
, '._· . '. . 1· ;, ;' • . ' , "i, ''.11,.':,;('.'',;, . ..f;, .. ' . t ',"!,"r1·\1,.,:::J '. ,·:f~:>·'':'.•j ~. 
only to furnish the students with the correct approach .to quesUonslii
1 
these 
~. .. . ,; - '.,, . . ,., ~·:: ~ ·;'"r ~·;!," .. : :.,:-~: '. 1 :·~~ ·) ;.;·:;;: ~" • 1::·1· 1;· :<!;: !' ~ 
am;wers Were ~ften 1 earnt by. heart to <be 'reprOd\.lC~Q pn the examin~tio~Jpap~f. t ,, 
: ., ' '•~ , -, . . ' . i ,'" '.- -i ~: ·•:·o .'(('" ' .. t ·i-, ·. (''" ,:i.:~\.'f.'\r· f~ ~ .. :·1 . 4~:· '.:' :! 
Private-tuition had 'l:>ecome so very popular. P;iren1;~ tended 'to t~ink that'.'~·~' •1,, 
.,. ' .1 , , ·, :· 1~- ·r : Y_;r f .:· ,,~1-.. , .,, i· ... ,. > >" ... :f.. . . ! 
'·'~ ,! 
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forcing the child to work hard in school, plenty of homework, and a 
after school would get their child to improve his chances 
,, 
It was not uncommon to find children as young as eight or nine years old 
sparing much of their play-time studying under a private teacher. 
children, it often led to limited hobbies and neglect of spor~s.) 
It is .dubious that these examinations were a 'dependab1e'dlagrlos,is 
since they decided the students' standard of ach.ievement onceµnd for''all. '., ' 
' \" ' :d••• :• ' ,: I' t: ' ':' ,' '~~'.;,:~, 
Allowances were not made for those who had a fair1.Y high staridard·1"'ot 'att~iri,.l'•: 
' ' i ' ' ' ,(«· :, .,. 'i' \ "·'ii~~· 
ment but· failed in a ·certain subject because of accide.nts like su~defr ill-'.'.·: 
ness or nervous break-down. In the English School Certificate Examination, 
failing in English was equivalent to not qualifying for the examination~ 
Allowances were neither made to errors in marking which was. quite possible 
: I ' 1 ~ l,. 'I \ • I 
since all the papers were "man-marked". Fortunately this phase of th~ 
problem was solved from 1969 or when government computer was 
certain parts of the examination papers. 
' , " ' .f1,:·)1 
It is equally doubtful whether selection at an early a~e~is wt~~~ 
,, ' . ·1 1<:1·>, -, ti* 
! 
' ·' I <• '1 ;~,; , • 
Even if the validity of .. the selectio~ procedure was assured, Vernqn,:c<>n~l1ijdeQ~l 
' ·I 1· 'l' >1! (\ ,, ,,, 
that at least ten to twelve percent might 'be wr9ngly allocated by a ~~condari"' 1 . . \t,~ .,,:w: '"' ' ''f'·J>!~. 
school entrance examination. Furthermore·, early selection was inev.itab1y 
; ' ' ·~' 1 , ,,' • I .'~~: ' <,:' }'. ;:-, 
associated with an early sense of failure~ For the pot;;~ion oJ c~,iJdren 1who 
' . ' ~: -;· ; • . ' ·, ! 
failed in the SSEE, their reaction to learning 'as a whple wa~ affected"· .~It·r-V 
- .' . ': f. > ' 
had been found that the unmotivated student who was ineffective i11 learning 
~ : ..,: ' ' '. ', . ~"" ' 
was most probably the one who identified himself as failure. Children who' 
could seek emotional outlets through· sports or art were usually better o'f'f 
1P. E. Vernon, ed., Secondary School Selection . (London:. Methuen, 1957) ' ' . " ,, 
, I, .• 
'i 
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but for the rest who could not, the feeling of inadequacy and despondency 
often led to lethargy. They would find secondary school education as a whole 
loathsome. 
The sense of failure must have been a lot stronger with those who sat 
for the Certificate of Education ·Examination. In the Engl is~ t~rti~:tca~ec9:f:~~~ ~ ·· 
• , ' . ·II· , ~ .:: . . . <\:s~ '··.:.·· 
Education Examination, average passes occupied only 55% to 65%, ~1 though ·.ort. · 
• .j • • . ~ • 
the Chinese side, the percentage was higher.' (See the griiph)~ 
Every year the gigantic number of students who could ript .. e>btain '.~ 
'. , 1: ··~···.t .' , ~, .: '.'./~~~-~~:it"; I 
school certi~icate were barred from getting into the universit'~es 1br' ~xperl,£''':, · · 
' '' ' ,' ·.•. · .. ; ·, :~'" " 
enced considerable difficulty in getting into most types of local :~mplp.vm¢~i:s:~ 
; ~· '' ' 
commercial or otherwise. Those who really saw no way out even attempted·' 
suicide. The Samaritans, a local welfare society, was set up•to prevent such'' 
cases. This .was a serious aspect of Hong Kong education. 
f' ' '"' ''I,, 
on·a 
In this ·light we must acclaim the 1968 reform which put tl)e 1iexamination ,., 
I : • ' . I ' :'' : '"I'', ' l I . ~i.. f o\ ,~'i i :~ 'i{'.;1 
subject basis rather than on a group basis as befor~, and w~ich remqved" 
c' ! : " J• ' 1 _'.'J'. 1•q1 
/ l' the'rigidity between pass and failure. ' i;;, 
~ - ' • • ,:1' ., ~1ff. '""!·~··;,'. ·< ' ' :, ·. : ::;~~ .. ''. 
But the fact 'remained that. the examination system iry ex~cutfon•'.af~~ctect't· 
, .. . . . . ·. , . { , ' \,,J ,;, k" i!- ,,. ~, v' , 
a great decl 'ne in educatio~al 'opportunities froll} 'pri~ary s~hool t,()1 •• ~h~·;J~~~~+·· 
' - ; ' ~~ : ' -~ '.. ,; ;~;'..~~~>: .. ·.·.~->:"' ~?.~~1'.J~:.:'. 
dary school level, and from the secondary school to··the h1gher educa:t1QncYlevel~ 
,·. ·~·· "' ;' ;i ' i· .. ·i ";·_<··.";,.~ ::·~~;l·:_/··~-~·> .' 
Many. were deprived of the chance of a better education. This· depf,'.iVat1on';,,\;f " .. 
f • J ' \._ . ' ·,I:~·~. : .. ',·;, >·' .,, "ii.'' -41\'H '', 
often created i~norant youths who were especially prone t9. crime •. '.· , ·. 
\ ' '. ,, f ,,:, ;, -_,( r--'t·z 
Perhaps one must not see the system.alone as the source of ~11, evils,. 
• < ,n " 
Two more factor~ at least must be taken 'into consider,q,ti~h., ';~. '. < ~/' 11 ' 
.. ,The fir;st one was the· over-dependence on' the.,pub)'ic examtnatio.11 syst~:rrl" · 
,' .J•, ' ' )' • ;; ,: ':1' ,\I~ l j ', • < 'i'\, :·· • i 
This was ari obJective factor of the problem.· .The number of passes·was '()ften " 
1' ~· ' ' ·-:~~' ·h·./ »·, .:.· •" ~:.f-; .. · \.:.· f 
meant to be .a reflection on a school's acad~ic standard.i,,, 1Parents :Jiel~ 'U 1as.. ·. 
, ,- • ,i.. .. z ,,·: ... 1_ • : 
60~ 
.. -L-,--~­
~L,-·~~ -~-r -
I 
- -t 
·-, -~ 
schools for their,childr~n,··.and governmerf~::'G~~i~'.l]~;fi!;:, 
it as a criterion to:1'cietermine whether or not.to assist a private s~o~l1·.';_;~h 
. J}!\, . . . .. . I ... '·· ·.~;:,1, 
Employers used exam1m~t1on result as guidelines to choose their mejl. It 
~ I I 
. •.. ' . 
brought upon sociaLpressure as.friends and relatives too accept.!d' it as a 
/<. . .. I . . 
standard of achievement. This was man-made importance. The ~econd factor 
• ,. ' ·: .•. ,, . . ' . •. '/·. · .. · ., ·1· '<•":Cl! 
was the gene~al uniformit~ of Hong Kong society whic~ must !!ho be ·fns~r~~~;·::.i;1:.i: .r 
··,.'I .,.1 :· ' ': · :»:·; :· 
mental in making learning stereotyped •. ,. One e~ample of unifor~H§ was ~:e~~,, .. ,,·,,i·r.~(. · 
J - ,. ·,, • f ' , '; > ' • • il~.~' ! __ , ·'' ··\~!. :"' ·:·;:~:,.;:'.:1,1.,·11' 1:·}\):jI, I 
rareness of: left-handedness among two .,thousand schoolchildren and sevettl.· ,<~1::1. · 
' - • .' " I _ '. ~ : .~:-.~ :_'.'l':·-lf\·t" ''.j!~;,f,: .~ }: \<, 
hundred university students. 2 It seemed that cons.iderable force .~m~~lhav~.::iJ~.,i~' 
• ' , ,. ',·, ..... ' • ' , •.·· j:f<,f;~>I:··.,'. 
been exerted on Chinese children to conform to the social norm of using the> 
, . . . 3 . , '. .. ; . • ':,',' '/., ;I 
right hand because an earlier experimental survey had revealed that'il')herent, 
. ' I' : 
left-handedness occurred as often in the Chinese population as in 
I . 
European one. 
Examinations and Social Mobility 
i ~ . ' 
'·+' 
•;;( " 
Education was undoubtedly the greatest factor for 'social m~~HL~r:-.1 : ' 
... 1t "t.ji': .• 
Through hard work, innate abilities, sufficient motivation and goocJ .,J,~ck;;,i,(l' .,1 ;:.i~' 
; ! • • ,·', ·.: • •. '•.·.~·,::p~·.;?;,;:,;\:«\r, 
the examinations, a student could climb .to the very,top of the ei;!ucatl:bnal;,i,qd::i 
· ; · · 11 • J: .;li~.m:·t 
"'. i - .. ,, 'I· ","•~:_ ·~1{'.· )''.'!.' 'f.\c:,\ ·~ 
ladder, and fn turn gain access to the more highly prized occupations.,' ;::;1:.~;111fil,i 
That is, if a child from a poor family m~naged ta go th~~ugti,.:tii~'t~~f~~p~ 
• .·1 .. 1.. ·Jk i~ 
course and scored high enough in the SSEE, he··w~uld most: probably be,,afloited' 
to a government secondary school where the 'fees were minimum. 
' 1•'< ;,• I 
I 2E. Kvan, "Problems of Bilingual Milieu jn Jiong'' Kong'i 1in HC>ri~ Kongr , 
A Society in Transition, ed. by I. c. Jarvie (London: Routledge an Kegat') 
Paul, 1969L pp. 336-337. , , · 
3· Ibid~, p. 337. 
l <'i 
·, ,) 
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performance was outstanding he would be granted a scholarship and would 
have his high school ~ducation free. Again if he kept up his standard and 
excelled in the Certificate of Education examination he would get into 
matriculation class and ultimately would get into one of the two universities 
with some form of financial assistance. Upon graduation he had the potential 
of gaining as much as over one thousand dollars per month. He would then ~ot 
only promote his own social status but also act as a family finanCial life · 
insurance. 
A life example could be found in a student from the New Territories. 
His father was a farmer and he had led a hard life as a student. He said, 
" ... I have to get up particularly early to water all the vegetables before 
going to school .... I 1m lucky to have a father who always insisted that I 
should get a better education than he. 114 After completing high school, he 
studied economics and upon receiving a fellowship award, was able to further 
~is study in the United States. 
But the function of social mobility was predetermined' by the purpose 
of education. To give a child a chance to develop his potentialities ~o· 
an optimum was very different from cultivating talent diagnosed at an earJY· . 
age by singling out academic talented children. The exatnination.'system in .,· 
!' .• 
. " 
Hong Kong was concerned too much with marks and rel iabil jty •. ·. Its business ,: 
seemed only to cream off the best, not to give every child a chance to develop 
his potentialities to the full. And the elite was composed largely of those 
' ' ' ' 
who conformed to the demand of the examination, who honored the syllabus ,, ".;~~ 
" Ii' . ·c· 
disregarding how irreleva·nt it might be to the socio-economic needs of thei.r 
4 South China Morning Post, July 12, 1970, p~ 10. 
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community. 
Conclusion 
Both the Secondary School Entrance and the Certificate of Education 
examinations were outgrowth of conditions particular to Hong Kong. Their 
function was that of streaming. Too early a streaming usually kept a ~hild 
in the group which he originally belonged, and the very effect of streaming 
~~was often the impediment of a child's development, mentally as well 
as physically. 
School curriculum was largely dictated by the examination requirements 
which were brought into line with those in the United Kingdom for the sake of 
international recognition. Excessive emphasis has been put on examinations 
because it was the channel towards social betterment. 
It might be difficult to effect drastic changes in the examination 
system at this stage because it was so closely linked up with the political, 
social and economic setting in Hong Kong. In all these years in fact a lot 
of argument has been going on, particularly in the local press, as to the 
pros and cons of the system. So long as we could not totally abolish it, 
efforts must be made to modify it to bring out the true value of an examina-
tion, which includes facilitating student progress, assessing student pro-
gress, understanding the individual student, facilitating self-understanding, 
and evaluating instructional programs. 6 
6H. J. Klausmeier and W. Goodwin, Learning and Human Abilities (N.Y.: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1966) p. 578. 
CHAPTER VI 
TEACHER TRAINING, EMPLOYMENT AND ROLE 
In the 1950 1 s there was a great deficiency in the provision for teacher 
training, particularly for English teachers because of the serious shortage 
of oversea-trained teachers since the war and the greater material rewards 
offered by the commercial world. The decade under discussion witnessed 
improvement. Financial inducements in the form of scholarships, grants and 
interest-free loans drew the attention of many high school graduates to teach~ 
er-training. The number of school certificate candidates had also increased 
rapidly. As a result the teacher training colleges were extended to accomo-
date more students. 
Development of Teacher Training Institutes 
Training for non-graduate teachers was carried out at the three colleges 
wholly maintained and run by government. A school certificate was the basic 
qualification for admission. Students of one-year courses would teach in 
primary schools, those of two-year courses in lower forms in secondary schools 
These colleges also organized in-service courses of training for 
unqualified teachers and continuation courses for teachers on probation. 
These part-time courses were of two-years' duration and successful stu~ents 
were awarded a certificate granting qualified teacher status. No fees were 
charged. 
73 
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During this decade, three major changes took place. 
The first was the extension in 1965 of the minimum period of training 
from one-year to two-years for full-time students in these colleges. The 
change aimed at an all-round development and professional education. The 
original one-year course has been planned with a minimum of academic studies 
in order to counteract the influence of a traditional over formal education 
to which many of the students have been accustomed in their middle schools. 
But it was found1 that this goal was hard to achieve within just one year's 
time. 
The second was the introduction of a tuition fee beginning in the same 
year. A fee of $400 (U.S. $66) a year was to be collected but financial 
assistance was available in the form of interest-free loans. Previously the 
students at the colleges not only paid nothing but received maintenance allow-
ance each month. The new policy ended this privilege. 
The third reform was that in 1963, third-year specialist courses 
art, domestic science, mathematics and music -- were introduced for the first 
time. Students for these courses were selected from serving teachers in 
government and aided schools and from second-year students of the two-year 
courses. They were not charged tuition fees. 
Comment on the New Policy 
The prolongation of basic training period was a step towards improving 
quality of teachers-to-be. It would continue to raise the standard of quali-
Kong: 
1 R. M. Marsh and J. R~ Sampson, Report of Education Commission 
Government Printer, 1963) p. 37. 
(Hong 
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fication for admission in the time to come. When the anticipated expansion 
in secondary education is visualized in the next decade, these two-year 
trained teachers will become a useful source of manpower. 
The cost of training colleges has been considerable. For example, 
in the 1962-63 school year the cost was four and a half million dollars (or 
nearly 3% of the total net recurrent expenditure on education). The collec-
tion of fees had the effect of easing the situation. The new policy too, 
observed the principle that no profession had a right to an especially 
privileged treatment. But it reaped an immediate effect on enrolment. From 
2 
1 ,005 in 1964 it dropped to 931 in 1965 and further to 861 in 1966. 
Although it could be the counter-attraction of admission to the newly estab-
1 ished Chinese University, the fact remained that generally speaking those 
who entered teacher training colleges were not from very wealthy families, 
and some students needed to earn their living as soon as they could. 
The new third-year specialist courses contributed significantly in 
regard to the shortage of specialist teachers (particularly in science and 
mathematics) that Hong Kong hitherto suffered. As more teachers were trained 
in music and art teaching, it was hoped that more students would develqp 
their interest outside their bookish subjects. 
Post-graduate Teacher Training 
The University of Hong Kong offered graduates a one-year full-time 
course leading to a diploma in education and a two-year part-time certificate 
2These figures concern the full-time programs only, and the enrolment 
was back to normal again after 1967. 
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course. It also provided a one-year part-time qualifying course for students 
who sought to enrol for the M.A. (Education) degree, but the enrolment only 
ranged from zero to three per year. 
The Chinese University offered a one-year diploma course of profession-
al training to graduates and a two-year part-time evening course for serving 
teachers. 
Since graduate teachers taking diploma course was not obligatory, 
the only means to produce more qualified teachers with university degrees 
seemed to be a flexible degree pattern by which outstanding graduates from 
the colleges of education could take a university course leading to a 
recognized degree. The memorandum prepared by the Association of Teachers 
in Colleges and Department of Education early in this decade advocated a new 
type, 3 ' 
(It will be) a degree pattern with three subjects, two of them 
corresponding with those of a general degree in a university, and the 
third being 1 Education 1 or a similar subject of a professional kind. 
This would, of course, mean recognising Education as a subject for a 
degree study along with Divinity, Law, Medicine, Engineering, etc. which 
combine academic and professional aspects, and which accept practical 
experience as an integral part of the studies. 
This proposal was not materialized but given a chance, jt would proyide 
the benefit of supplying more 'approved' teachers with professional, training; 
making the best use of human endeavors by upgrading college non-graduate 
teachers; and supplying proper incentive for students to do well during their 
course of study in the teacher training colleges. 
3 The Training of Teachers in Relation to the Expansion of Higher 
Education, Hong Kong: A.T.C.D.E., July 1961, p. 6-7. 
.: ·,~ 
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Employment Situation 
Each year the nu,mber of applicants to teacher training colleges far 
exceeded the number of available places. But the number who actually got 
in was not as big: many high school graduates applied only as an insurance 
in case of ,failure to en~er other educationql · instj.tu'tio~s p~:·~,r~fe~:: 
I • \I• I '!'fL.~i ;<,' ' J,,'~'" •{:::·, ,·,-t~ ./f 
Despite the sizeable withdrawal, however,,the·tota1 neEldf.or,sc;q~Ol:' ,: sions. 
policy 
··.··, ·~ 
teachers was reasonably covered. 
.~r 
Hong Kong teachers were extreme 1 y we 11-pa id. Salaries of".t~aqher~ ':' 1 
' . l ' ·$ . '" ~i·~·. ;. t/'.··~~1 · 'q '. ;,l'.,\' 
compared favorably with those of nurses' welfare officers and almcfoers\ •. ' 1 '' 
• . r: j~ ;; ~. ;, ·'.;~' fi 
They were~ in fact, substantially higher tha.n those paid" in most. places . ,. 
throughout the Commonwea 1th or even in the United Kingdom. 4 When compare'4 
with Asian countries, Hong Kpng teachers were still very-well paid. While J1 
the primary teacher in Japan received a starting salary of 1,3 time$ the, 
~. ) :· I , ; r ~:' 
income per capita, in Hong Kong he received six time~.'the •erage·s~lar.i~,'?" 
" . ,- - . , ~ ,·,, '.!':T 
For. appointment to government/aided, schools, a teaching_qu~l~.fic~~ien'.,\ , 
•. . . . • ·' .· '·. . w·11·.· ,.. 
or university degree was required and unqualified teachers were not .·norrilallY. '; 
' ' • ' ' < I ' 'I ' ' '.'' ,·;, ~·, .:~ ., ' .:(>rt', I 
appointed. In government schools teachers were civjl servants ·wf'lq,$~, cor~t;..,. 
, ·, :. ,-' ' (. ·. '.t·~!··i ·:1 ~ !:(.:~: ,' ·\ •'," 
"tions of service were very favorable. . , "'• :·. , . 
The supervisors or heacls of private. sch~ols ~ade"'th:e.ir!~wh'·~P~~f,n'tm~n.fa~' 
.. · .. ., . · .' ~'·. , _ _.-''''''·i,.·.,,,~ .. _··:"·· 'r··\(i;;,..,.'.:''.~~;-· 
and with. 1 imited financial resources, could only a~ford unql.f~l ified i~ac'h~rs,~;·· 
' . ·' • ' ' . 1.~' I i ' -~ : ' :· • '<• ' ' ' ~-' , - •: , .:' .... ,:~· ~· ~ ;, I,''<' - ' 
Roughly .. there was a yearly forty percent o'f untrained teachers in' pri,ma~y:' ;. , ' · 
' ·. . . " . . ' ' : ' ,, ' ''" ' ·, :,i ' ,,, ',:( ·, 
'sector arkl ·sixty percent in high school sector. Private schools.'cilways'had ·' 
.. ~! • • ' ' ., , 1f' ' ' ' • , " ;':':_, 
to face. the p;obl em of teacher mobility. Untrained tea~her£ wllo, jo.!nesf th~'} ' 
part7time in-s,ervice training courses at the training !=olleges ,~'su"l1Y dfi, ·,:· "', 
' , ' ~·· . 
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not return to teach in private schools once they got the diploma. In fact 
many teachers were te~ching in private schools while their names were on the 
waiting list for a government job. Once they were offered a government 
position, almost without thinking they would grab at it. That was also why 
some private schools were even unwilling to employ qualified teachers. 
Wide Differences in Teacher's Salaries 
The conditions of service under which teachers were employed in Hong 
Kong varied considerably and there was no one salary structure applicable to 
all members of the teaching staff. 
There was a wide difference between the pay of a government school 
teacher and a private school teacher. It was well nigh possible, for 
example, for a government Form IV teacher to earn $2,000 per month while his 
counterpart in a private school in a poor district to earn only one-sixth of 
this sum. 
Enquiries among employers confirmed that holders of the English "O" 
Level, G.C.E. having come up through Anglo-Chinese school could command an 
initial salary of $500 to $600 a month whereas a student judged to be of 
similar intellectual quality but having come up .ithrough Chinese middle school 
was unlikely to command more than half of that. 
A study of the salary structure will bring out several reasons for the 
disparity. The Hong Kong government salary scales at the upper level were 
decided not in relation to local open market, but to scales in more developed 
countries. This expatriate-oriented scale was too high for private schools to 
catch up. The scarcity value of those who had acquired good English or 
Western-recognised qualifications has also contributed to the inflation of 
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·their salaries. Moreover, scales were linked more closely with the paper 
qualification of the ~eacher rather than with the appointment which he held. 
Those graduated from universities outside Hong Kong, especially in non-
Commonwealth countries, were apt to receive lower pay. 
The effect of wide variations in salary were unfavorable. It under-
mined professional unity. The resourcefulness and techniques of an excellent 
but unqualified teacher was wasted. This was a fundamental cause of ineffi-
ciency. Moreover, salary scales that encouraged a high proportio~ of first 
class people to enter teaching meant also that they were attracting capable 
men away from commerce and industry. This impaired the economic development 
of Hong Kong. 
The Role and Position of Teachers 
On the whole, the teaching profession was held in high esteem by the 
people of Hong Kong. No matter at what level he taught, the teacher was a 
respected member of the community. 
He was especially so in the classroom. It was generally accepted that. 
the teacher was the complete authority in the classroom. His students had a . 
deep trust in whatever he said. Only those especially argumentative or with 
exceptional inquisitve mind would force issues of disagreement. He would 
spend a considerable proportion of his time presenting factual materials in 
the textbooks. Most of class time would be spent on lecturing and copying 
notes on the blackboard. The ratio of pupil talk to teacher talk was 
' extremely small often only in form of question-answering or oral tests. 
Divergent and evaluative thinking solicitations were not encouraged. Individ-
ualization, either in the sense of a tutorial program on a one-to-one basis 
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or in the sense of tailoring of instruction to the particular needs of the 
student~, was not practised. 
Brembeck's description of a teaching-learning process was largely 
5 
applicable to Hong Kong: 
The teacher is dominant, the possessor and surveyor of knowledge. 
The student is submissive, dutifully taking notes and carefully remember-
ing all that is said. The accent is on rote memory and the ability 
to give back exactly as it is given. The external examination is 
supreme and the end of education is to pass the examination in the 
first class. 
Summary 
The phenomenal increase in the population of school age in Hong Kong 
has led to a rapid growth of schools, many of which were forced to employ 
untrained teachers. About half of the whole teacher population was untrained. 6 
On the whole, teachers were not properly distributed. Usually the 
college-trained worked in government and aided schools, teaching primary or 
lower secondary. Private schools, on the other hand, employed most of the 
untrained. A substantial proportion of graduate teachers taught in secondary 
level (64% at secondary and 14% at primary level). 7 
Nor were teachers equally paid. Wide differentials existed between 
government and private schools, English-speaking and non-English-speaking 
teachers or even between government teachers on various scales. 
5 C. S. Brembeck, ''Education for National Development," Comparative 
Education Review, (February, 1962) p. 223. 
6This was a familiar situation in Asia, except the Philippines. 
7
compare with Britain where the percentages were forty and five. 
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A teacher's time was not efficiently utilized. In many cases, he was 
doing the work of a clerk. In the classroom his role was a provider of 
factual knowledge rather than a guide in a problem-solving self-learning 
process built on the individual experience and need of the pupils. Steps 
must be taken to revise what real learning is. 
- ' 
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Review of the Hypotheses 
Let us re-examine the six hypotheses we have made at the beginning 
of the study: 
H.l. Most of the problems that have confronted the educationists in the 
1840's still existed in this period with over-population and finance 
as the main causative factors.--The finding of this study adduces this 
hypothesis. In the decade under discussion, problems that could be 
traced back to ten or twenty years ago continued to put Government and 
lay effort to test. In fact if we may divide Hong ~ng educational 
development into periods, we can call the initial period, 1841-48, a 
creative one; the second period, 1849-60, a momentous one; and the 
third period, 1960-70, a period of trial. Massive improvement plans 
and expansion schemes had been put to work but there still existed 
problems that were either overlooked, such as socially irrelevant 
curricula, or were failed to be tackled, such as disfavor with techni-
cal education~ 
H.2 & H.4. Substantial progress was made in obtaining universal primary 
education and in expanding secondary education. The universities were 
not able to meet the demand for increasing enrolments. --We deliberately 
put these two hypotheses together because they both concern the question 
of provision. Only the first part of Hypothesis No. 2 is true. The 
realization of the goal of universal primary education has been brought 
well in sight, but the failure of meeting demands persisted on the 
secondary and tertiary levels. One of our major findings is that the 
shortage of school places is not merely a numerical one. Its wake 
of problems was social and psychological besides educational. The 
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keen competition resulting from inadequate provision turned education 
into a foot race and examinations into hurdles. The great drop-off 
in educational opportunities from one level to another cut down produc-
tivity and encouraged juvenile delinquency. Suicide attempts made 
every year around the time when public examination results were out 
was an unhealthy sign of the whole educational system. 
H.3. There was a steady shift in emphasis from Chinese-oriented secondary 
education to English-oriented education. --This phenomenon was typical 
of Hong Kong where English was given exaggerated market value. Chinese 
schools suffered from unpopularity. The Chinese language, and Chinese 
culture too for that matter, were unfaithfully turned aside. The 
establishment of the Chinese University and the movement of making 
Chinese an official language are hopes we can cling to to_see a more 
parallel development of English-oriented and Chinese-oriented education. 
H.5. Technical education has gained a better public understanding. 
As our findings reveal, academic education still was much more 
preferred. The lack of social and economic incentive is the basic 
reason. A change of attitude would involve the change of the total 
ideological outlook. 
Characteristics of Hong Kong Education 
Another aspects of our finding is the characteristic features of the 
education system in Hong Kong, an understanding of which is essential for any 
attempt for future planning and innovations. The main characteristics were: 
1. Education to a very large extent was government-controlled. Parent-
teacher associations functioned more in the field of general welfare 
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than in the education system itself, and the teacher association was 
not as vocal as,expected. 
2. There was a high agreement between academic and socio-economic position 
of the individual. The tremendous growth of the school-age population 
in the past decade combined with the general drive for education, 
resulted in a highly competitive, highly selective educational system 
characterized by great pressures on the students. 
3. The highly competitive pattern was found not only in education but 
in all aspects of the community, with education as the prime means 
for betterment. 
4. The education system was one heavily - perhaps over heavily - dependent 
on examinations. 
5. Lectures were conducted in a self-contained classroom. Class discussion 
or individual conference were hardly found except in colleges. The 
custom still remained not to criticize the teacher or to force issues 
of disagreement in public. 
6. Great pressures from examinations and lack of park facilities mad~ 
students on a whole lead a sheltered life. There was little time 
• 
or opportunities for sports or other extracurricular activities. 
The emphasis on academic and bookish subjects and the stress put on 
examinations are condemned in most of the literature reviewed, and in many 
instances, the blame is put on the Chinese tradition. To a certain extent, 
the blame is justified. The Chinese have for a long time a deep respect for 
book learning and for the scholar. However, for thousands of years the ChinesE 
have believed ~hat the ultimate goal of learning is to lead a good life .• 
Much emphasis has been put on the ~success of being a man, 11 which accentuates 
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much better than to read ten thousand books." These undesirable characteris-
tics are more outgrowths of the local situations in Hong Kong. 
Problems That Still Await Solutions 
Throughout this study, problems have been carefully picked out and 
qiscussed, and tenable solutions have been provided. However, the author 
still feels the need to bring up these problems once more, believing that 
.. , .. 
the manner in which they are solved will have profound and far-reacing effects 
on the future role of education in Hong Kong. 
1. Problems pertaining to private schools Private schools provide 
education to a greater number of students than government and aided 
schools put together and they offer a great relief to a government 
pressed by shortage of school places. However, there are some private 
schools which are organized in a commercial manner and these schools 
are doing much harm. They give little more than formal attention to 
the ethics of the profession, and teacher quality is usually poor, fQr 
example. Unregistered schools pose still a greater problem. Their 
continuation of schooling is precarious, and when discovered by the 
government they frequently have to close. 
2. Problem of deficiency of secondary school places -- Since early in 
this decade Government has been on the horns of a dilemma. "Do we con-
tinue to concentrate on the provision of primary places, or do we 
switch all or a part of our effort to secondary education?" asked the 
Hon. 
,'1, 
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Colonial Secretary in 1962. 1 The point of struggle was "the 
present structure of economy" and the right to secondary education. 
Finance seems also to be the obstacle to expansion on the college 
level. The dealing of this problem should be given the highest 
priority in future educational planning. 
3. Problem of unpopularity of technical education -- This has led to inade-
quate supply of industrial manpower from elementary skilled and semi-
skilled operative level to technologist level. This is a serious proble 
since except a good harbor Hong Kong has no other natural resources. 
Export trade and industries must be encouraged. Hong Kong's future 
development, indeed, will largely depend on her human resources. As 
late as in 1969 a survey at a resettlement estate quoted sixty-two 
percent of the people interviewed as preferring their children to 
learn practical industrial skills rather than to take academic secon-
dary schooling. 2 This might be a significant indication that the poorer .. 
section of the community is not too negative about technical education. 
This might also be out of financial pressure. A genuine interest. 
and an understanding of the need of industrial training attained by 
all is a prerequisite of solving the problem. 
4. Problem of irrelevant curriculum -- The curriculum is too academic~ 
It has little relevance to the interest and the need of the child or 
to the complex problems of modern society. This is true of both 
1The Honorable Colonial Secretary's speech in the Legislative Council 
Budget Debate, March 30, 1962. 
2Cited by James Forsyth in "There's None So Blind, 11 Far East Economic 
Review, LXIII (January, 1969), 206. 
5. 
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English-oriented and Chinese-oriented systems. In a symposium on 
the teaching of ;he Chinese language, for example, it has been con-
cluded that the syllabus in Chinese was not suitable for an industrial 
community. Of the forty-nine lessons selected for the 1970 Chinese 
School Leaving Examination, it was pointed out, only one was written 
3 in 11 Pei Hua 11 , or conventional language. Because of the delicate 
situation of Hong Kong, active political discussion or commitment is 
not encouraged. The preponderance of examination is also r~sponsible 
for a restricted curriculum. 
Problem of population increase This problem has not been treated 
singly in this study but has been pointed out as the root cause for 
many troubles. The desirability of a large family generally stands 
near the top of the Chinese traditional value, but this aspect of the 
tradition no longer fits into the present society. 
3 Podmore, a sociologist, set out the fact the years between 1956 
and 1968 had witnessed a dramatic fall in Hong Kong's birthrate from 39.7 
births per l ,000 to 21.l. According to Freedman and Adlakha of the Univer-
sity of Michigan Population Studies Centre,4 the slump in the birthrate in 
the 1961-65 period was due to the fact that there was a smaller proportion of 
women of child bearing age. An attributable cause was the Pacific War. 
During the years of Japanese Occupation in Hong Kong and Kwantung, China, 
not only were fewer children born but the infant/child mortality rates were 
higher. The result, two decades after, was therefore a reduction in the 
3
oavid Podmore, 11 FPA: 'The Lone Pillbox' , 11 FEER, LXVI (Oct.-Dec., 
1969) p. 71-73. 
4Ibid., p. 72. 
I ,, 
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number of women reaching the age of motherhood. 
The significanc~ of this finding is that the spectacular fall in the 
sixties in the birthrate obviously will not continue in the near future. As 
more women born in the post-war years come into marriage group an increase 
in the birthrate will be expected. The 1966 by-census showed 730,000 
women in the fifteen to forty-four age group. A considerable increase is 
certain to occur because the women and girls who will bring it about already 
are part of Hong Kong's population. 
The Family Planning Association has in this decade successfully influ-
enced a big part of the female population on birth control. 5 A survey 
carried out by some members of the Sociology Department of the Hong Kong 
University in 1968, however, revealed that women most likely to know about 
the association were those living in government housing scheme. In the 
future, more efforts should be made to get the message across the less 
accessible sections of the married population -- this include both people 
in private tenements buildings and the squatter areas. 
Two More Recommendations 
In addition to those recommendations made throughout this study, the , 
investigator feels the need of making two more which are believed to be 
helpful to the particular conditions in Hong Kong, namely, team-teaching and 
use of mass media. 
To improve the efficiency of teaching in Hong Kong, it is necessary to 
5The study was primarily concerned with housing conditions in Hong 
Kong but it included questions on the impact of the FPA among married women. 
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revise the role of the classroom teacher and his method of teaching. 
Improvement should be pointing to better use of teaching time, maximum use 
of the highly gifted teacher, and the encouragement of self-study and creative 
thinking. These are the very essence of team teaching. Let us examine 
briefly what team teaching is. 
Organizationwise, according to Dr. J. Lloyd Trump (in Images· of the 
Future, 1959), teaching is organized into: (1) "Large group instruction" 
carried out with groups of a hundred or more students which would occupy 
about 40% of the time; (2) "Small group discussion" with groups ·of twelve 
to fifteen students which would occupy another 40%; and (3) "Individual 
study" (which includes library research, written or laboratory work, and work 
with audio-visual aids) which would take the remaining 20%. 
There is no fixed staff pattern in a school but normally the staff 
consists of a principal who plays the role with enhanced prestige and 
responsibility, somehow akin to the present role of a director of instruction; 
a group of professional teachers; and another group of assistants .. Profes-
sional teachers include teacher specialists who would oversee the instruction 
in one subject and take care of the large instruction groups; and general 
teachers, certified teachers with less experience who would deal with small 
discussion groups. The assistants include such personnals as instruction 
assistants who would read and mark assignments, may do some teaching and also 
would serve as laboratory/library assistants; clerks who would type, duplicate 
materials, keep files and the like; and general ~ids who would control and 
supervise students on school grounds and cafeteria. 
In Hong Kong about 60% of secondary school teachers are untrained and 
only about half of the secondary age group is in school~ If team teaching 
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is applied to schools, greater utilization can be made of the ablest teachers 
and a greater number o,f students can be taught by them. Much of the teaching 
in Hong Kong is still of the formal lecturing variety and for this purpose 
a large class does not result in a great loss of efficiency. Lectures given 
I 
by the superb teachers can also benefit university graduate,teachers who 1 -i 
have received no professional training and young teachers who have virtualTy· 
no guidance after leaving the training college. 
Hong Kong teachers, especially those teaching in private school$, 
i 
are burdened with many chores. A redistribution of responsibilities to" 
various staff members allows teachers to concentrate on their classroom 
teaching. Welfare and disciplinary problems will be dealt with by the 
general teachers while arrangements for film shows, laboratory experiments 
and the like might be passed .to the instruction assistants. 
Team teaching involves individual work and small group discussion~~. 
This would become valuable remedies for the present system in which stuqents "·, ~:, 
spent most part of their class-time listening and taking notes. The 'new."+ 
-'· f 
' ;i,', 
system stimulates their original thinking and allows them to learn within 
. !:1.: 
th~ir own capacity. 
The practice of team-teaching is, of course, not without drawbac;k's ;'.,r' : .. 
Group instruction, for instance, does not and carnot reap students" feec;I:..' 
.. >,. 
back, and it does not reduce the range of individual differences in student 
achievement. 6 Olson warns us to keep away from the various pitfalls. When 
applied to Hong Kong it might also create an additional need of archite2tural · 
6 ' C. 0. 01 son, Jr. , "Why Teaching Teams Fa i1 , 11 Peabody Journal of , 
Education, Vol. 45 (July, 1967), 15-20. 
. ''';< 
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I redesign since classrooms are usually built to a standard size that just 
accommodates forty-five pupils. The construction of large halls, small cells 
and flexible classrooms might curtail larger expenses than some schools can 
afford. 
Although the possibility of School broadcasting has been under consid-
eration since early nineteen fifties and was unanimously supported by a 
committee set up in 1959, there is still no government-backed schools broad-
casting service in Hong Kong. By 1965, (when an average of ninety-six 
percent of all Japanese schools had had television receivers in full use}, 
the Education Policy Report advocated the starting of radio and television 
services. 
But it was not until late in 1969 that Government gave approval for 
the establishment of an Educational Television Service within the Education 
Department. Seminars for preparation work were not held until in the 
summer of 1970. 
High cost and largely dispersed doubts about the value of television7 
I must be the causes of delay. 
Television medium might not be indispensable but it would make a valua-
ble contribution to education in Hong Kong both quantitatively and qualita-
tively. Since universal education has not been achieved, education television 
which has the advantage of being able to reach enormous numbers, is most 
desirable in educating a far greater number of youth than that now studying 
in schools. 
7J. Weltman, Education Officer to the Independent Television Authority, 
Report of a paper read to the Television Society in Education Today (July, 
1965)' 5-7. 
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Experimenting with new techniques can be useful pedagogically. 
Experimental endeavor~ can be said to have been neglected in day-to-day 
teaching in Hong Kong schools. With the pressure of examinations, no teacher 
could risk using class time for new methods. Television enables the tea: her 
appearing on screen to try out new methods on their own pupils. They serve 
the purpose of assessing the new techniques. Television programs will serve 
the purpose of providing enrichment. Topics like visits to the factory, 
air-port control tower and so on have practical value but have been left' out 
in the curriculum. A socially relevant curriculum would awaken a student's 
understanding of the world he lives in. Like team teaching, educational 
television also helps improve the qualities of a large number of teacher~. 
The mediocre teacher and the new teacher can watch the master-teacher in 
•;? 
action. It saves some of the time of the classroom teacher on regular daily 
instruction and his portion of the time can be used for other purposes such 
as work with small group or individual discussions. 
In conclusion, we must say that other such changes as flexible teacher, 
salary scales, the uses of bilingualism in teaching, employment of individual, 
instruction, and wider use of teaching aids and equipments must be gradually 
introduced -- although they would conjure up large expenses -- to operate 
in a way whereby, in the words of Comenius, "teachers teach less and learners 
learn more. 11 
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